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69th Annual WWII Reunion
Mandan, North Dakota- 19-21 Septen1ber 2014
Eleven World War II veterans, 14 Korean War era veterans, and
about 60 family & friends celebrated the rich history of the 154th Infantry Regiment.
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62nd Annual Reunion for Korean War Vets

ND National Guard vet survived 695
days of WWII jungle combat
Bowman veteran made four invasion landings with North Dakota's 164th Infantry Regiment
and sketched home-state heroes in action
by Dick McNally, Editor of GI Journals www.GIJournals.com

When Doug Burtell of-Bowman earned his Purple Heart on the Philippines' Los Negros Island in
World War 11, the then-20-year-old was chasing a Japanese soldier.
~
Burtell had just completed a jungle patrol with his platoon
·1
when someone spotted a lone enemy soldier. "I and a friend,
Larry McCarten, we went and looked for him," Burtell says. "I
said, 'He's got to be in that tall bamboo or he's in that tall
grass.' And just as I said that, I heard the snap of his grenade.
I hollered 'grenade!'
"Before we could hit the ground, the damn thing went off. I
could see this great flash -- red and orange and black smoke. I
got hit in the back. But it didn't disable me ... We just threw a.
couple of grenades down there. He was killed."
The Japanese soldier had committed suicide rather than be
captured. "What he did was try to kill himself and kill us at the
same time," Burtell says. "That was very common."
Fortunately, Burtell's injury wasn't serious. "I went to the aid
station afterwards and had the doctor dig around in there to
see if there was shrapnel in there and he said there wasn't
any," the veteran says. "So I got a Purple Heart.''
By the time he earned that medal, Doug Burtell had already
been in combat for· nearly two years. He landed on
Guadalcanal October 13, ·1942 with North Dakota's 164th
Infantry Regiment. He and his North Dakota buddies were
.
reinforcing the 1st Marine Division, which had been fighting
Japanese forces on the malaria-infested island for two months. The 164th became the first U.S. Army
unit to enter offensive combat in World War 11. •
As they arrived at Guadalcanal, the Battle of the Santa Cruz Islands was raging just off-shore
between the American and Japanese fleets. "We had a torpedo go along side of us," Burtell says.
"We landed at daylight in the morning," he adds. Unfortunately for"the soldiers, the U.S. Navy and
its protective artillery fire departed the area after dropping off the troops. "We got our first air raid at
11 :00 (in the morning). About 25 Betty Bombers and fighters came over and bombed. Then they
came again at 2:00 and bombed us again. And then
~
· that night, two Japanese battleships ... came in and
,~
shelled us with 14-inch shells." Burtell dove into a slit
trench and found himself lying on top of a Marine
there for the duration of the attack.
"The ground shook --- it felt like you were in a
barrel going down Niagara Falls. They were dropping
bombs and hitting us with 14-inch shells. And then our
ammo dump went -- and our fuel dump. We didn't
have any planes that could fly the next morning."
Some 20,000 Marines and soldiers were
concentrated in an airfield area only 5 miles long by 3
miles deep, and they were sitting ducks for the offshore artillery fire. "We weren't dug in," Burtell says. "I
don't remember how many we lost.
:re b
_ ..,,_12_
_
_____ __
"The guy that talked me into joining the Guard -- 'his name. was Bernard Starkenberg -- he was
.kiHed that first day. He had both his legs blown off. His brother, who was about my age, 18, he was
also on the island at the same time.".
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. Burtell (continued)
Japanese bombing and shelling continued for ten days as the North Dakota boys dug in to defend
Henderson Airfield, a key strategic asset for the Allies. Then, on the night of Oct. 23, Japanese forces
began The Battle for Hende~son Field. North Dakota's NaUonal Guard, along with other Army and
Marine troops, were hit by a massive Japanese banzai attack all along the airfield perimeter. That
fight continued for three days, with hardened Japanese troops throwing themselves in waves at the
boys from Casselton, Fargo, Lisbon, ·Bismarck, Grand Forks, Hillsboro, and many other towns across
the state.
"The Japanese were great banzai people." Burtell
says, "They believed in the bayonet and sword and
their spirit could overcome everything. We were
firing so much artillery and 37 mm canister shells,
which is a big shotgun shell that's got a whole slug
of bee-bees in it. It's a wicked little weapon."
"We killed about 3,500 Japanese, and they had
to dig with a bulldozer to bury them," Burtell says.
Historian Terry L. Shoptaugh, in his book about the
164th Infantry, They Were Ready, reports that the
·164th suffered 35 killed and about 50 wounded.
Most of North Dakota's casualties occurred in an
area where hand-to-hand fighting was common,
according to Shoptaugh.
By the end of the battle, the Allies had struck
such a lethal blow to the Japanese that they would
never again be able to seriously threaten the
American stronghold on Henderson Field. But that
meant that the task now for Burtell and his
comrades was to go out into the jungle and root out
the remaining, and still strong, Japanese.
On those patrols, Burtell often had to act as the
point man. He _became adept at seeing where
Japanese soldiers had been and where they might
be hiding. "You've got to look behind every leaf," he
says. "It gets pretty nerve-wracking. And then
there's certain things you don't do, like if you come
to a clearing, you don't just go across it. You circle
around it."
By the time the 164th had completed nearly four
months of such patrols, the unit was down to half its
original strength, due not only to combat, but also to
malaria and dysentery. The soldiers deployed for a
nine-month stay in the Fiji Islands for rest and training.
While there, they received additional instruction from
Fiji Islanders on how to survive jungle patrols.
Burtell also used his spare time on Fiji, and later in
war zones, to sketch images of combat. After the war,
he converted the sketches to water color images, and
they have been used for memorial plaques and
published in other history articles and books, as well
as art prints. He had learned to draw from his father,
also a veteran, who was seriously injured in the
Meuse-Argonne Offensive in World War I.
By December, 1943, the 164th Infantry was back in
the fight, conducting jungle patrols on Bougainville
(another island farther north in the Solomon Islands
chain) and later in the Philippines.
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2014
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Burtell (co~tinued)
For a year and a half, the job of the North Dakota regiment would be constant jungle patrols, hunting
down dug-in Japanese troops that had been effectively reduced to suicidal guerrilla forces. "Our units
went out into the jungle and set up roadblocks," Burtell says. "Then we'd go out on patrol out from
there and keep picking these Japanese off."
·
On one of th.ose patrols on Leyte Island in the Philippines, Burtell's platoon came across a grass
hut with Japanese soldiers standing out front. "They were knocking coconuts out of a tree for
something to eat," Burtell says.
After the Japanese went inside, Burtell's lieutenant told him to move toward the hut and check the
area. As he moved forward, he saw another Japanese soldier walking along a path, dragging his rifle
behind him. But though he was within sight of the other soldier, Burtell didn't fire.
"He looked like he was half asleep dragging that big old long rifle," Burtell says. "And he didn't see
me. He disappeared into the jungle going in the opposite direction that we were going to go. I didn't
want to shoot him because I didn't want to screw up our other deal. The lieutenant had sent me alone
to go over near that shack where the seven Japs were and then signal the rest to come over if
everything was OK."
hen Burtell signaled, the other platoon members moved forward to attack the
Japanese in the hut. "We just surrounded the shack," Burtell says. "I think there
were 11 of us ... we just opened up and kind of blew that shack."
In June 1945, after 695 days in such jungle combat, Burtell and many oth~r
of th~ longest-serving Pacific . veterans in his regiment were given th e
clearance to go home. "That was an awfully long time to be in constant
combat," says Burtell, "We kind of got over the idea of getting home. After a
couple of years, we just forgot about that and decided that this is the way it
is and this is what we've got to do and we'll keep doing it until we either get
killed or it's over."
The combat veteran's return to Casselton would be the first time he had
~ o w n since two months before Pearl Harbor. He had been
awayllearly four years, most of the time in jungle combat, and mostly
as a teenager.
·
Burtell had joined the National Guard at the age of 16 and
left for the war a year later. While in training in Louisiana, he
was given the opportunity to leave the service when the Army
found o_ut he wasn't 18 yet, but the soldier refused the offer.
.
No.w he was leaving the jungle combat, but even the trip
....----''of7'tt.~tr" ~~
home was not without danger. "I sailed on seven different
shii'5during the war," Burtell says. "And two of them were sunk after we were on them .
But we knew we were going home, so we felt really good about it." ·
Leaving Leyte Island in the Philippines aboard a captured German freighter, the troops had a
destroyer escort for only one day. "After that, we had no escort at all because they thought things
were fine," says Burtell. "But we found out later, there were five or six Japanese submarines in that
area.
"A (U.S. Navy) dive bomber came over and dropped a message on the ship that a Navy ship had
been sunk eight hours ahead of us. So we went to general quarters.
"At the same time, our diesel pump had quit on that ship. So that same dive bomber came back
and dropped a diesel injection pump and they got us going."
The soldier and his fellow members of the 164th Infantry Regiment. pulled into San Francisco
harbor July 4, 1945; four and a half years after the regiment had left Fargo amidst freezing January
weather, for their Louisiana training.
"When I got to my little hometown of Casselton, which is only 1,400 people, one impression I had
was that I couldn't believe how quiet it was," says the veteran. "We were used to a lot of noise all the .
time -- airplanes and ships and bombs and shells.
"Some of the Vietnam vets thought all the World War II guys came home to a big ticker tape
parade, but that's not true. Ninety-five percent of us came home like I did.
"We took the bus from where we got discharged and got to our little town, got off the bus. The
local policeman saw me and he said, 'Well, I'll go get your dad. He's down at the garage.' That's
_where my dad worked. Then my dad came and picked me up with my little bag of junk that I had. And
we went home. · "That's the way 90-percent of us came home."
4.
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2014
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Artwork in the 164th News
If Burtell's artwork looks
familiar, it's because you 've
seen it on the front covers of
the News.
The"65 Years Since ... "
series followed the 154th
through the South Pacific,
and with each issue, the
cover soldier looks more
haggard and war-weary.
He started his sketches at
Fargo during training and
says he tried to tell the whole
story of the war with his art.
At right, Doug does a
"Kilroy was here" pose behind
a large poster that was on
display at the 2014 reunion .
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Guadalcanal
On 13 October 1942, a bunch of " farm boys
from North Dakota• landed on th• beach at
Guadalcanal, to become the first U.S. Army
unit to offensively engage the enemy - In
either theatre - during World War II.
The 1M"' Infantry Regimen~ North Dakota
Army National Guard, supplemented by Army
draftees as well II National Guard flllera
from other states, reinforced the 1*' Marine
Division In the defense of the tactical air strip
1hat became known as Henderaon Field ..
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Ernest Cashion, 294th Band: From Drummer to Doctor
My story is the same as a million others. Small town boy,
drafted at 18-1/2 years old, basic training in Army Infantry, sent
overseas--never been far from home--to the Pacific. MOS changed to
Bandsman. Played in the band, never in harm's way. Returned
home. Due to GI Education Bill, was able to go to college and
Medical School, which I could have never done before the war as my
parents did not have the money for that. Joined the US Navy
Reserve as Medical Officer, retired at age 60 as Captain.
I joined the band in July 1944 on Fiji. My time in the Band was,
at first, with about 16 men who had been on "The Canal" under very
bad conditions. They were all heroes in my opinion, as they had
suffered malaria, exhaustion, wounds.
Replacements that came
later, like me, were lucky as we had good living conditions and were
in n.o danger.
I Left the Philippine Islands in March 1946 for home. I went to
Band reunions -in 1987 in Huntington Beach, CA; 1993 and 1998 i'n
Las Vegas, but the-ranks were getting few by then.
From almost the day I came home until 1O years later, I w~s
going to school. Pre-med, Med School, Internship, Residency. On
July 1, 1956, I entered · the practice of neurological surgery and was
board certified in 1960. It was a rewarding experience intellectually,
emotionally, and financially, but I looked forward to leaving surgery in
December 1984 when I turned 60 and was too old to be in the
.
Operating Room anymore.
I didn't spend a// my time in the operating room, as I have five
children. Of the 5, two have musical talent - which they get from their
mother. One is an opera singer and sang i~ Europe after training at
Julliard. The other musician played a guitar and a type .of music I did
not appreciate-loud, contemporary rock.
.
My.memories of my time in the 294th All Ground Forces Band are
all good, as time, thank God, has blotted out anything bad. I remember
some of the members of the unit that had true musical talent and hope
they continued to develop that talent. I appreciated all of them tolerating
me back then, as I had no real interest in music and certainly no talent.
I had gone through Infantry training. Somehow got an 1945 New Caledon!a. L-R Wil_ber
· t o au d.1t1on
· for th e ban d . I wasn 't th e bes t d rummer ·in th e Schoonmaker,
Merlino,
oppo rt unity
Ernest Cashion. Rick
Doug Campbell
try-outs, but I could read notes, and that got me a transfer.
played cymbals when marching.
Due to my time in the· band, I did develop an interest in music and
through the years have enjoyed listening. One of the high points of our
time in Memphis was three nights each year when the Metropolitan Opera
performed there. Also for the 5 years we lived in Great Falls, MT I played in
the City Symphony and enjoyed the musical experience.
I was the Chief of Neurosurgery Section at the VA Medical Center in
Memphis; Assistant to the Chief of Staff of the VAMC; Associate Professor
of Neurological Surgery at University of Tennessee College of Medicine all that means is that I was a teacher of medical students, Interns, and
Residents in my chosen field and I supervised them directly in caring for
veterans at a 900+ bed teaching_hospital.
I was run through basic infantry training in 1943. I determined after ·
that experience that I would not want to be in the infantry again in the next
war. So, in 1959, I joined the Naval Reserve - this should get me as far
from the infantry as possible, / thought .... ·
For the next 13 years I was assigned to the various Ground Marine
Units which were much more ground oriented than any Army outfit and I
. spent a lot of time "in the field" with training units.
·
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Chuck Cashion (continued)
After all those years, I finally came back to
the black shoe Navy and was a Captain and
Commanding Officer of Surgical Team 109,
Memphis. I stood formation just as we all did
years ago and still got a thrill as I saluted our
Country's Flag as the band played the Star
Spangled Banner.
Anything I have achieved over the years
has been due to what I had going for me to start
with, which was given to me by others and the
help of my wife, Polly. With her at my side, I
came as close to achieving the American Dream
as possible. That is, I started out from a cold
water shotgun house, with poor parents who
could barely read and write, and came to live in
one of the most pleasant suburban areas in the
country with a very nice house, loving wife, and
healthy and happy children. God, for no reason
of merit on my part, had truly showered his
blessings on me, for which I am truly grateful.

Rassmusen & Nash, Beer Garden, New Cal 1945

Above: "I'm going to hold your hand for this picture,"
says Polly Cashion to her husband of over 60 years.
So the pair held hands under a tiny tree of great
meaning. The Cashions had funded a Memory Tree
at their residence complex in Oklahoma, to replace a
tree that had been planted to celebrate and honor
loved ones lost. But the original beloved tree was
lost to the weather, so the couple chose a gingko for
its lovely golden leaves and its longevity-one in
China is 2500 vears old.

Probably Fiji, 1944, as there were only 16 when I
joined them in July '44 - there had been about 35 but
most rotated out or transferred. Back: LeRoy Bushing,
Leo Swanson, Douglas Campbell, Elmer Swanson,
Charles Bell, Howard Nygard, Roger Melroe, Charles
Abel. Front: Delbert Lack, James Parmeter, Verne
- ·-~·-Nygard, Hugh Massee, William Russell, George Hyde,
Orville Holton. (Thanks to Chuck Bell for the ID's)

Ernest & Polly Cashion

3800 W 71st St, Apt 3310
Tulsa, OK 74132
elcpfc@cox.net
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Remembering Edgar Agnew
· The Agnew Family in World War Two
By his nephew, Mike Morrissey, mikemorrissey1@mac.com, phone 701-281-1748
Mostly blue with oceans, and punctuated with random
land masses of green and tan, a globe taken from a nearby
bellhop's desk rotates lazily before my three-year-old eyes.
"Mickey, show the Regans where Uncle Jack and Uncle
Eggar are." I always hear Edgar as Eggar. Or, is it the way
people who live in and about Dickinson, the dusty old cow
town an hour's drive from the State's western border,
pronounce the name?
I point with my right index finger to a small island in the
South Pacific among the Solomon Islands, Guadalcanal.
"And where is Uncle Chuck?"
I point to the island of Midway. It was in this manner
that I learned bits of the geography of WWI I.
The Thomas and Pearl Agnew
family, like ·many American families
of the times, were heavily
invested. · Viola
Mae,
the
youngest
and
known
as
"Babe," enlisted in the Waves
and would make the fourth of
the eight children to be involved
in the war effort.
"Can you point to Wake
Island, Mickey?" And I point to
Wake · Island where American
The young author Mike Morrissey
Marines ultimately surrendered to
......___w_i_th_E_d__;g;;._a_r_a_nd_R_o_be_rt_A..;;._gn_e_w_ ___. Japanese forces.
Among my early memories are vignettes of gatherings
of people in the lob_by area of the ven~rable St. Charles Hotel on East Villard Street (old US Highway
10) in Dickinson ND, early 1940s. There is noisy adult conversation taking place, little of which I
understand. It is in this venue that I am asked to perform. It's a simple game, really. An adult,
sometimes Mom or Dad, but just as often Uncle Bob, or Grandmother Pearl, or Mom's sis, Dora
Hewson, will hold a globe in front of me. Another will ask the questions.
Thoughts of these dialogues, three-quarters of a century ago, unsettle me a bit now. Life, in all
of her capriciousness, was less than kind to some of the principal players.
Mother's family exerted a strong influence on me during my formative years- not only her
brothers, but sisters as well. It started with teaching me bits of the world on a globe before I had
reached my third birthday. Like so many of those called The Greatest Generation, the Agnew family
did not talk much about the war experience; they put it behind them and moved on. But Edgar's
combat medals, which came to me following his premature death, and reside in a crudely made
display case on a library shelf in my office, function as a continuing reminder of the Agnew family's
contribution, and Edgar's in particular.
This story begins in earnest following the bombing of Pearl Marbor in the Pacific on December
7, 1941. This naval base in the Hawaiian Islands was roused from a deep sleep at 7:48 on a Sunday
morning by the sound of massive explosions at the waterfront. The Japanese had decided a surprise
attack on the American Naval Command would keep the American naval forces from interfering with
Japan's plans for conquest of Southeast Asia and the Pacific. Six aircraft carriers launched over 350 ·
sorties using bombs, torpedoes and other types of ordnance. Eight Navy battleships were damaged,
with four finding their resting place at the bottom of the ocean. Of the eight, six found their way back
into service before the war was over.- Americans paid a heavy price for the lack of preparedness:
2402 personnel and families were killed with an additional 1282 injured at Pearl Harbor. The following
day, Congress declared war on the Japanese Empire within an hour of President Franklin Roosevelt's
. Day of Infamy speech.
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The Agnew Family in WWII (continued)

The United States declaration of war on Japan was the first domino to fall in a series of events
that eventually sent nearly sixteen million young men and women into the military services of their
country in WWII.
.
North Dakota's National Guard , or militia units, have a long history, established prior to
statehood in 1889, and some of the units had been formed earlier for different purposes. Prior to
Pearl Harbor, almost a year earlier;· the 164th Infantry Regiment of the North Dakota National Guard
was federalized by Presidential Executive Order #8633, 14 January 1941, and by public resolution
#96, 76th Congress, 10 February 1941. At this point a simple question is in order: why were Edgar
and Jack Agnew in the National Guard in the first place? It was not a topic I ever addressed while
they were living. The best I would be able to come up with in the way of answers would have to come
from conversations I would have with their army comrades-in-arms forty some years later.
For one th ing, put simply, times were tough. The US was slowly emerging from the Great
Depression and there was not much to be had in the way of jobs. Good wages were hard to find. In
2005,
I
asked
Valley City native
Neal
Emery,
a
platoon leader in
Company G, 2nd
Battalion, if I might
speak to him about
his service in the
National Guard and
service in WWI I.
The meeting was
arranged and Neal
and I conversed for
over an hour in
daughter
Dawn's
living room, she a
woman
in
her
sixties, spellbound,
having never heard
a word of her
father's story in her
Edgar Thomas Agnew, going clockwise: siblings ... Myrtle, Robert, Dora, Charles
lifetime.
(USMC); Viola Mae (served WACS); John Henry "Jack" (164th Guadalcanal); Lois
(my mother); Thomas Edgar, Father; Pearl Nation Agnew, Mother.
Neal indicated that his reasons for joining the Guard were more practical than patriotic. At his
joining, he was a 17-year-old high school student holding a part-time job as a janitor at the local
teachers' college that paid him 16.5 cents per hour. By fudging his age and joining the guard he was
able to make a dollar a week for going to drill and a dollar per day for attending two weeks of summer
camp at Camp Grafton. And if that weren't incentive enough, Neal said that each Guardsman got a
new uniform consisting of a shirt and pair of trousers. He said that while one could not wear both
pieces together in non-Guard activities, either the shirt or the trousers could be worn as separates.
The uniform was a real wardrobe enhancer in financially tight times.
I suspect that reasons very similar to these provided motivation to the Agnew brothers.
Grandmother Pearl had become a widow in late 1939, with eight children to feed and clothe. Mom
and brother Robert had jobs and paid for rent and groceries, and Grandma Pearl took in boarders
when, as you might surmise, there was ample need for bedrooms just for the immediate family: At
any rate, an opportunity to bring a bit of additional money into the family would have been looked
upon favorably.
Whatever their reason for signing up, the 164th Infantry Regiment was on its way to Camp
Claiborne, LA, by train by 12 f ebruary 1941, two days after Congress took action. The brothers,
having joined Company K in Dickinson, were soon parted. Company G in Valley City was short on
officers. Consequen~ly, Lieutenant Edgar Agnew, newly commissioned, was transferred to Company
G, 2nd Battalion, Valley City, ND. Jack would remain with Company K, 3rd Battalion, Dickinson, ND.
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2014
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The Agnew Family in WWII (continued)
From North Dakota, troop trains would take the young soldiers to newly constructed Camp
Claiborne, near Alexan<;tria, LA. They would discover that the camp, one of many the government had
commissioned to be hastily built, left much to be desired. A combination of tents on elevated
platforms, with the streets such as they were, lined with gumbo, would make the simplest things in life
a challenge. Latrines had yet to be dug. The 164th would begin what would amount to ten months of
training before they were dispatched to San Francisco. They would also be issued the brand new M-1
Garand rifle, which would be a superior weapon when they teamed with the 1st Marine Division.
Following the bombing of Pearl Harbor, it took just days to get the 164th headed to the West
Coas~ from Camp Cla.iborne. On 15 December 1941 Edgar writes back home to family:

Dearest Mother and All,
I am trying to write this on the train and it is really rough, so I will do the best I can. The
wheels of the train are clicking off time and space; we will reach our destination, Fort Ord,
California, just out of San Francisco-on Wednesday....
We left Claiborne LA Saturday morning but are traveling in Pullmans so it isn't so bad; we
are getting plenty of rest. Jack (younger brother) is traveling with the 3rd Battalion, which is two .
hours behind us.
I was just figuring as we roll along that in the last two months I have traveled the United
States north and south, and east and west from sea to sea.
The last few days I have had a lot of time.to think--life is wonderful and beautiful but yet it
is so short, still we have these so called civilized people, who spoil and destroy the beauties of life
and nature. We are told that four days after we hit Frisco we will be on the water, our destination
unknown. I may as well tell you now, so as to stop your worrying, which you do too much of now.
The days, the months, and years which you have been worrying about us kids will never be
forgotten, nor can ever be repaid, except perhaps by true love from the heart. As I have told you I
have had time to think--and I have thought of the troubles and hardships I have caused you-and--·have received the care and love so equally shared among eight of us.
We have a wonderful family and the time has come when we must split it, yet our love and
thoughts are always with you ....
Is Chuck [brother] working very steady? I sure would like to see him get a steady job on the
railroad,· just so the draft board doesn't catch up with him. I suppose he and John Robertson are
playing on the (Dickinson) Independents' basketball team. Sure would like to be with him, but I
have to sacrifice something.
·
Well, Sweetheart, must close for now but will drop you a line and give you all the details.
Give my love to all.
Your loving son, Edgar
And so it was with these sentiments that 24-year-old Edgar Agnew went off to WWII, with
thoughts of family foremost in his mind, no doubt very little different from thousands of young men
shipping out. In all probability, Edgar harbored disappointment that he and brother Jack found
themselves in different battalions, as he had often looked after the younger brother in their growing up
years. He will continue to be the "older brother" and guide, from time to time, for the rest of his life.
But for the time being he will have to be content to lead his men in G Company.
They were lodged for a few days at the Cow Palace, San Francisco, which generated more
than a few wise remarks about the farm boys from North Dakota taking up residence in cow pens.
From there the 164th went briefly to The Dalles, OR, and then to Helena, MT and several different
parts of the US to secure roads, bridges, railroads, and coastal areas. There was national concern
that the Japanese would attack the west coast-of the United States.
On 18 _
March 1942, members of the 164th boarded the USS President Coolidge, a luxury liner
converted to a troop transport ship in this time of national emergency, bound for Melbourne, Australia.
In four days the regiment sailed for New Caledonia in Dutch ships. Bernie Wagner, a life-long friend
of Ed Agnew from their days on Guadalcana·1, remembers that the ,ships had horrible toilets ~nd that
the Dutch kept a lot of cats on board to control the rat population.
On the island of New Caledonia, the new America! Division was formed. Intense training in
jungle-like conditions ensued from May until mid-October.

1()
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On 7 October 1942, the daily routine of young men
training for combat was over. Major General Alexander M.
Patch, commander of the America! Division, ordered that the
164th prepare for immediate departure from Noumea Harbor
the following day, 8 October. The preparations would begin
immediately and last throughout the night, leaving behind a
small contingent of cooks, guards, maintenance, and
mechanics. The 1st and 3rd Battalions embarked on the USS
Zeilin troop ship and the 2nd and Provisional Battalions
embarked on the USS Mccawley. The following day the
transports took on badly needed supplies for the embattled
1st Marine Division, which was severely depleted from a
deadlock with the Japanese forces on Guadalcanal. It was
this Marine division that the Army's 164th Regiment was
being sent to reinforce. The Marines would later hail the
incoming farm boys and lads from small towns in North
Dakota as saviors and heroes.
In the months following the bombing of Pearl Harbor,
the Japanese began a sweep through the Western Pacific to
menace New Zealand, Australia, and the U.S., as well as any
nearby islands. They reached Guadalcanal in May of 1942.
Soon after, an American reconnaissance plane spotted
construction of an airfield on the island. The importance of
this airfield was not lost on the Americans. The battle that
would follow involved air, land, and naval forces, and has
long been considered the pivotal, turning point in the war for
Brothers Jack & Edgar, 154th Infantry.
both the U.S. and Japan. It would be a battle to the last man
"The Last Sunday before they left."
standing.
The two transport ships took two days to arrive at Guadalcanal on 13 October, 1942. The sea
was calm and the troops seemed anxious to engage the enemy. Rear Admiral Turner, in charge of
the Naval operations, was quoted as saying "Imagine taking a bunch of Army up to reinforce the
Marines." LTC Samuel Baglien, Executive Officer of the 164th, then extracted a promise from Turner
for turkey and all the trimmings for the Army boys on Thanksgiving.
The regiment arrived at Kukum Beach, Guadalcanal, at dawn and the soldiers debarked the
larger ships to board Higgins boats, designed for quickly dropping off soldiers, and taking with them
the supplies they had brought, including those for the marines. The regiment landing was given cover
by the First Marine Division, troops they would reinforce. It was completed by 7:30 AM.
When I asked Neal Emery about the first engagement with the enemy, he said "About noon a
beautiful sight came into view; looking up through the green coconut palms at a brilliant blue sky,
suddenly a formation of shiny bright silver planes entered into the picture. In moments some bombs
hit less than a 100' from where we were standing. I went to check on someone who was not moving
and his head was gone." Neal would further share that he spent the first night in a foxhole that
someone else had dug.
It was in the dark phase of the moon and the Japanese were known to favor an offensive in
total darkness, screaming at the top of their lungs. They attempted unsuccessfully to swarm an
implanted American machinegun. When dawn came Neal peeked out of his foxhole. "The dead
Japanese were piled up shoulder high. During the night I could smell the strong odor of some kind of
medicine. In the light of day I could see a hand a few inches from the hole ... it was attached to a Jap
body. His head was wrapped in gauze to dress a wound he had received earlier. The odor in the
darkness was from his head, a few feet from my own."
,
LTC Baglien would note in his diary "What a day, and what a reception for our first day! The
Marines are sure glad we are here and they certainly look like they have gone through Hell."
By 15 October the 164th was formally attached to the 1st Marine Division, which had been in
active combat against the Imperial Japanese Army since 7 August. The commander of all American
forces on the island was a two-star, Major General A. A. Vandegrift. The 1st Battalion took a position
on the Tenaru River, and in doing so relieved a grateful battalion of Marines.
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LTC Baglien also reported "All our rations were turned over to the First Marine Division and
we're are now having q tough time to get our supplies and equipment away from Yellow Beach as
rain has washed out the bridge." A determination has been made that Army members KIA will be
buried in the First Marine Division cemetery. Captured Japanese prisoners dug the graves.
Moving rapidly to replace the depleted Marine force, the 1st and 2nd [Edgar] Battalions took up
positions east · and south of Henderson Field, the focus of this battle, which consumed the lives of
thousands of young men, mostly Japanese. The 3rd Battalion [Jack] moved into reserve. To get a
clear sense of how the battle for Henderson unfolded we once again turn to LTC Baglien's diary.
"This is a peculiar war, the Masters can ponder over this one. We have an airport on our regimental
reserve line, the Jap Navy hits us in the rear, we fight them on our front, and they bomb hell out of us
from the air and we are holding a little piece of ground roughly six miles wide and three miles deep.
Looks like we are in for a rough time."
The 164th Infantry Regiment of the America! Division went into action on Guadalcanal on
October 13, 1942, as the first United States Army unit to conduct an offensive operation against the
enemy in any theater (WWII). Men of the 154th saw their first full scale battle with the enemy on
October 26, when waves of enemy soldiers assaulted. the positions of the 2nd and 3rd Battal_ions,
164th Infantry, in an attempt to break through to Henderson Field. After two days of fierce fighting in
the Second Battle of Henderson Field, over 1,000 enemy dead were found in front of their positions. *
Three formal military communications spea_
k succinctly to the battle waged from 24-26 Oct:
***********

.

.

SUBJECT: CONGRATULATIONS: THE OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE FIRST MARINES SALUTE YOU
FOR A MOST WONDERFUL PIECE OF WORK ON THE NIGHTS OF 25 AND 26 OCTOBER 1942. WILL
YOU PLEASE EXTEND OUR SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL CONCERNED? WE ARE
HONORED TO SERVE WITH A UNIT SUCH AS YOURS. LITTLE DID WE REALIZE WHEN WE
TURNED OVER OUR "QUIET SECTOR" TO YOU THAT YOU WOULD BEAR THE BRUNT OF AN
ATTACK .SO SOON.l'M SURE YOU ARE VERY PROUD OF THE FIGHTING ABILITY DEMONSTRATED
BY YOUR UNIT AND OUR HAT IS OFF TO YOU.
-Commanding Officer 1st Marines, C.B.Cates
************

THE COMMANDING GENERAL COMMENDS THE TH~RD BATTALION, 164TH INFANTRY, U.S. ARMY,
FOR THE EFFECTIVENES OF ITS OPERATIONS AGAINST THE ENEMY ON 24, 25, AND 26
OCTOBER 1942. THE FIRST MARINE BATTALION, SEVENTH MARINES, OCCUPYING A DEFENSIVE
SECTOR OF A WIDTH OF 2500 YARDS SITUATED TO THE SOUTH OF THE POSITIONS OF THE
FIRST MARINE DIVISION ON LUNGA POINT, GUADALCANAL, BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS,
HAVING BEEN ATTACKED BY A NUMERICALLY SUPERIOR ENEMY AT ABOUT 1000, 23 OCTOBER
1942, THE THIRD BATTALION, 164TH INFANTRY, THEN IN REGIMENTAL RESERVE WS ORDERED
TO REINFORCE THE LINE. MOVING BY A FORCED MARCH AT NIGHT THROUGH RAIN, OVER
DIFFICULT AND UNFAMILIAR TERRAIN, IT ARRIVED IN TIME TO PREVENT A SERIOUS
PENETRATION OF THE POSITION, AND BY REINFORCING THE FIRST BATTALION SEVENTH
MARINES THROUGHOUT ITS SECTOR, MADE POSSIBLE THE REPULSE OF CONTINUOUS ENEMY
ATTACKS THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT. THE FOLLOWING DAY, HAVING BEEN ASSIGNED TO THE
LEFT HALF OF THE SECTOR FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY THE FIRST BATTALION, SEVENTH
MARINES, THE THIRD BATTALION, 164TH INFANTRY SO OCCUPIED AND PREPARED THE
POSITION THAT WHEN THE MAIN EFFORT OF ANOTHER ENEMY ATTACK WAS DIRECTED AT IT
ON THE NIGHTS OF 24 AND 25 OCTOBER, 1942, IT WAS ABLE TO HOLD THE POSITION WITHOUT
SERIOUS LOSS TO ITS OWN PERSONNEL, AL THOUGH HEAVY CASUAL TIES WERE INFLICTED
UPON ENEMY FORCES. THE FIRST DIVISION IS PROUD TO HAVE SERVING WITH IT ANOTHER
UNIT WHICH HAS STOOD THE TEST OF BATTLE AND DEMONSTRATED AN OVERWHELMING
SUPERIORITY OVER THE ENEMY.
.
.
-Major General A.A. Vandegrift, Commander 1st Marine Division
************

STORIES OF YOUR SUCCESSFUL LAND OPERATIONS HAVE THRILLED US ALL. EXPRESS MY
APPRECIATION TO YOUR MARINES IN THE FRONT LINES, AND TO YOUR SOLDIERS FOR THE
WAY THEY HAVE BACKED UP AND REESTABLISHED THE LINES BY THEIR COUNTER ATTACKS.
WE FEEL THAT YOU HAVE FORMED A TEAM WHICH WILL BE MORE THAN A MATCH FOR THE
ENEMY.
-Radio Dispatch, Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, Commander, U.S. Fleet in Honolulu
. ***********

u
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With both Jack and Edgar Agnew fully in the fight, which included considerable hand-to-hand
combat, lives are changed in unpredictable ways.
On 7 November, Edgar, out leading a patrol of his men to scout enemy activity, suddenly found
himself face-to-face with a · Japanese machine gun nest. Although the encounter is described time
and again in documents in my possession (see appendices), the story is best told by Edgar in a letter
dated 27 February 1943 (nearly four months later) addressed to our family. His version will be
considerably understated compared to other versions that will find print over the years--stories told
by his battlefield comrades--an example of his humility.

Dearest Sis (Lois), Bill, Mickey (me) and Maureen,
Just received your most welcomed letter this AM so will pen
a few lines before chow. Thought sure you had forgotten me after
not hearing from you for so long .... Gosh, they (children) sure look
cute, sure be glad to see them. Will try to get an officer's uniform if
possible (child size). Don't know just how long I will be laid up but it
shouldn't be too long, leg doesn't bother me a bit any more.
Yes, I got hit in more places than just the leg: four times in
the left leg and knee, once in the right leg, and twice in the stomach.
Suppose you would like to know how I got hit; well here is the
story. Previous to Nov 4 we had had two major battles with the Japs
but both of them had been on the defense, and it was just like
shooting ducks with their wings clipped. Our loss of men was just a
mere handful compared to the thousands of Japs that one time.
Once we had the Jap prisoners bury 900 of their dead who were
entangled in barbed wire on our front lines and another 400 who
were knocked out by our artillery fire and mortars. We just blew
holes in the ground with dynamite and had the prisoners throw 50 to
60 in each hole. Gosh, they made our lines stink like hell, the smell
just got in your sinus and you just couldn't get rid of it.
Well, to get on with the story: the Japs landed some reinforcements at Kofi Point and our
mission was to swing to their rear and push them out toward the 7th Marines who had established a
beach head. We force-marched the 4th and 5th (of November). Towards dusk on the 5th, with me
leading the 2nd Battalion, we came up to the edge of a strip of jungle. Hearing a chopping noise
ahead, I immediately reported it back to the battalion CO, (LTC Arthur Timboe, Devils Lake, ND). He
told me he thought it was our 3rd Battalion, which was to be 500 yards to our left. He told me to go
into the woods 200 yards and hunt for a rest area.
I halted the men on the edge of the woods and seeing the outline of three men to my left, I
walked up to them to ask the location of the 3rd Battalion GP. I got within two feet of them and noticed
they were three Japs. Fortunately, they were much more scared than I was, which to me seemed
impossible. Anyway they ran like hell. I f:!Ot back to my men in short order and directed them to
withdraw back to the main body, that therej were Japs in there. They did without delay. That night we
built up our defense and could hear the Japs "chattering" all night.
The next morning at six o'clock we launched our attack. We moved along in the jungle, wiping
out little resistance here and there. At 8 AM I located a machine gun that was holding us up. I took ten
men in an attempt to knock it out. I circled around which I figured was the side or rear of the gun but
he spied me and let me have it.
It felt like a hundred shells hit me; I went down but not out. I sprinkled sulfa powder on my
wounds and then took some sulfa pills, then crawled back to my men who helped me out to the GP
where they dressed my wounds. Guess they didn't hold much hope for me, for my intestines were
sticking out. To be truthful with you, I didn't think I had much of a chance. That night Father Tracy
gave me the Last Sacraments. Next morning they flew me to New Hebrides. I spent ten days there
and was shipped to Fiji, where I was till they sent me home.
On the way back home on the ship I had them cut the cast off I had on my hips, then I could sit
in a wheel chair and even get on crutches. But as soon as I hit the hospital they put another one
on ... Will be glad when this war is over so we can all be back together again. Jack did a swell job over
there with his mortars. Had to use his "tommy gun" (point it) to keep a few of his boys on the front
line ....
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The road to recovery took longer than
At the time he finishes this letter to my Edgar expected. He would be hospitalized nearly
family, Edgar has be~n hospitalized for three four years. In all likelihood, the surgeons were
months of the more than four years he will spend trying to figure OL:Jt what to do with his left_ l~g.
in Hammond General Hospital, Modesto, CA. The bullets had pretty well blown away the Joint.
The story of his survival is one of will and In the end, the doctors fused the joint or it fused
determination: When the Japanese machine gun itself. On the inside of the knee joint appeared a
ripped him open across the mid-section and then deep wound, as if an ice cream scoop had
swung back and ripped his legs out from under surgically dipped out the middle. _If my. ~emory
him he fell to the dank, hot jungle floor, his does me service the wound was still draining and
hands instantly going to his abdomen where his
needed occasional repacking
innards came out in handfuls. "Eggar
when he returned to Dickinson.
As he quickly poured
'
Edgar's sudden appearance
sulfa
powder
over
his
how'd you get that from nowhere was a wonder for
intestines a~d tried . to stuff
hole in your knee?" those of us n_ieces and _nephews
them back in, he had one
born at the time. As time went
thought, and one thought only: .a
on, he would become an unde who
bargain. He prayed to the Virgin
showed great interest in all of us;
Mary that if he could ever see his
the tickle was his weapon of
widowed mother. Pearl again, he
choice. He kept the · 1eft leg
would
never,
under
any
elevated whenever he was seated.
circumstance, leave her alone to
Through the years the passel of
fend for herself. He would care for
young ones gathering around him
her the remainder of the life that
on the living room floor continued
God would grant him.
to increase. Eventually one of us
Because of gunfire intensity
would say, "Eggar, how'd you get
his comrades were unable to
that hole in your knee?" And his
undertake an immediate rescue. He
response was always the same.
would lie there to bake in the
"Well, a little mouse crawled up my
tropical sun until five that afternoon.
pants leg and he nibbled that hole."
When some of his comrades finally
We would pull his pants leg up to
reached him, among them Bernie
look and then he would tickle the
Wagner of G Company and Edward
child closest to him, a grin on his
Loh of K Company, they dragged ·
face like a crescent moon. With
him away from the front. He insisted
each passing year, more crawlers
that the medics take him to his
(eventually 28) were added to the
commanding officer so that he could
Agnew Clan and joined in the fun
give intelligence on the enemy
at Edgar's pants leg. We treated
before being carried away. Bernie
him like a sideshow at the circus
ran alongside the medics to see Edgar to a safe and he like Faulkner's Dilsey, "endured;" this
place. The litter-bearers were moving him to an man ot' the Silver Star, the Bronze Star, the
~rea where the casualti~s. were being so_rted o~t Purple Heart, and the Pr_esidential Unit Cit-ation,
into three groups: the mJured who .could · p~of1t presumed dying by the litter-bearers. In fact ~e
from treatment, those who were unlikely to live, endured happily; always with laughter and a. gnn,
and those who were deceased.
a twinkle in his blue eyes. Thus was established
The carriers were moving Edgar tow<:3rd the life of the returning war hero.
the spot where the soon-to-be-dead were being
Because of the stiff leg, he was unable to
gently arranged in rows. Bernie said that Edgar get himself about the city; unable to work an
cried out, "Bernie, for God's sake don't let them automobile clutch, he was out of luck. And then
put me over there. ~ammit, I want to live." post-war production of the Hydra-Matic Drive, a
Bernie, Tech Sergeant in 4th Platoon (weapons) clutch-free transmission, resumed about 1946.
at that time, quickly redirected the bearers' action Production for automotive purposes had stopped
and Edgar was moved to a place where the for the war effort and the engineering of Hydramedics were doing their best to save lives and Matic would ,become battle-tested in ·combat
limbs. The next day Bernie ~ir~cted some of his vehicles. Edgar soon became ~ man-about-to~n
men to get Edgar on a Higgins boat so they once again; a 1947 Oldsmobile would be his
c9uld get him to a non-c?mbat area close.r to the carriage.
airf!eld and he could be lifted to New Hebrides.
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And he would begin his role as caregiver and protector of
Grandmother Pearl as soon as he no longer needed her care himself. As
a returning veteran, he cast .about for a post-war life.
There would be a need to support Pearl, and to quietly support
others, family members as well, for the rest of his life. Edgar opened a
business machines supply store with a friend; he subsequently opened a
sporting goods store with a dentist; later a real estate business that grew
to where he needed to take in a partner. Toward the latter part of his life,
he moved his office to the American State Bank where he became their
VP in charge of public relations.
In 1948 Edgar and Tim Sullivan, a combat friend from Guadalcanal,
ran for mayor and city commissioner respectively. They won handily and
the Dickinson Press proclaimed: "Hail of Ballots Instead of Bullets Gives
Battlefield Buddies Top Votes." At the press conference following the election Agnew said, "If
somebody would have told Tim and me that we'd be running, and winning, in a City election in April,
1948. Well, we probably wouldn't have even dared hope we'd still be around then ... Tim got into more
tangl~s with the Japs, " Agnew recalled. "Mortar fire got Sullivan at Bougainville but he came out of it
to wear his Purple Heart, and had a total of four ·years overseas."

News of Lt. Agnew's wounding reached North Dakotans on 8 March 1943 in the Dickinson Press

LIEUT. AGNEW OF DICKINSON WINS PRAISE
The following tribute to First Lt. Edgar Agnew, Dickinson, of the North Dakota National
Guard was paid him by his friend, Franklin Brainard, cook in the U.S. Merchant Marines, the
heroes of the sea. Lt. Agnew is the son of the late Thomas and Mrs. Agnew, Dickinson, who is
now visiting her convalescing son in a hospital near San Francisco. Brainard is from Dickinson.
The tribute:
"Abstract qualities such as love or hate or heroism are not easily described in words, but
when one goes through the Sick Bay of an army transport and sees a man who has gone through
Guadalcanal's hell at its worst; who has four bullets in one knee, one in the other leg and three in
his stomach; when this same man wants to go back to be with his men again, this is heroism.
Lt. Edgar Agnew is such a man. Wounded as he was, given up for dead, his first request
upon regaining consciousness on the jungle battlefield was to see his commander to give him
information regarding the position of the enemy.
Often cartoonists portray, and sometimes justly, officers who send their men into battle
ahead of themselves, officers who play the behind-the-line hero role. Edgar was not such a man.
In high school football he was the first to charge; as a soldier recruit he worked hard to become a
sergeant; on Guadalcanal First Lieutenant Agnew was ahead of his men.
On reconnaissance missions when it was necessary to ascertain the position of the enemy,
Ed would station his men in as safe a position as possible, and then go scouting ahead of themalone-as much as a mile.
When he issued a command to his men it was "I'll buy you boys a beer if you'll do
something for me," and they did it with a grin as broad as Edgar's.
One soldier said of him, "I guess every man in the outfit would have gone to hell for him." He
was of the men. He was their morale.
Shot to pieces in a rush on a Jap machine gun, Edgar fell under the hail of bullets. He was
left unconscious to blister in the tropical sun. But such a spirit as Edgar's does not depart from this
earth easily. He lived.
.
Now he is back in the United States in an Army hospital. He is recuperating. But he regrets
that he is not able to be with his men. And he hopes that the army will find some use for his
scarred body and for his experience-in one of the myriad training camps.
And the army should have use for Edgar. He is the blood of life and purpose-of
insoiration-areater than ohvsical death.
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After my eighth birthday I was permitted to
visit Edgar and Granqmother Pearl on my own.
Traveling on the family railroad pass, I would
board the Northern Pacific in Valley City and get
off a few hours later in Dickinson. Dad knew most
of the conductors on the run, and requested they
keep an eye on me. It was a liberating
experience for a young kid.
It was during these occasional visits I
came to know the life that Edgar carved out for
Grandma and himself. After his return from
Hammond Hospital, the two of them lived in a
series of rentals, beginning with small apartments
above businesses in downtown Dickinson: two
bedrooms, a small kitchen, bath .and sitting room.
In later years they lived in rental homes built in
the 20s and 30s.
The routine consisted
of Edgar taking Grandmother
uptown
every
morning to get the mail;·
then a quick stop at the
grocery for items on her
shopping
list.
Ferrying
Grandma Pearl and me
back to the house, Edgar
tackled his business for the
day. For a year or two, a
large St. Bernard dog
owned by the neighbors
became .a part of this routine. Like an elephant
on ice, the dog would clamber to get in the front
seat between Grandma and Edgar. · It was sheer
comedy, the dog dwarfing the pair in the front
seat. Home from the mail run, the dog would
jump out, such as St. Bernards can 1ump, and
trot to his owners' yard having attended to the
mail run.
At noon Edgar would be home for a lunch
prepared by Pearl. Invariably Bob, Dora, and
Chuck, the other siblings still in Dickinson, would
stop in during the noon hour to say. "hi" to
Grandma and Ed. It was de rigueur for this family
to look in on one another.
·
As a pre-adolescent there were other
things I noticed. Attractive young women would
accompany Edgar home to meet family. Never a
shortage, there were blondes, brunettes, and
redheads, wearing the bright lipsticks of the era. I
remember women flirtatiously sitting on Edgar's
lap in the living room, his frozen left knee .
straight, resting on an ottoman. These behaviors
continued through the late forties into the mid
fifties. I wondered to myself which of these pretty
women would marry Edgar. At some point I took
.my wondering to Dad, and he gently steered me into the loop: Edgar wo~ld only _be willing to enter
16

into a marriage with a woman who was willing to
accept Grandma Pearl as part of the
arrangement. There seemed a shortage of thirtysomethings prepared to-acquiesce. In one sense
there was considerable irony in that: Pearl was a
woman who had given birth to eleven, lost three,
and raised eight children pretty much on her
own, with uncertain help from an alcoholic
husband who was known to squander his weekly
pay before he could get home on Friday night.
She did laundry for neighborhood households,
baked pies for local restaurants, and cooked for
boarders. She was a gentle woman, loved to play
cards, and in her leisure years read one Ellery
Queen mystery after another. I think I only have
one recollection of her raising her voice, and that
at a time when Dad and
Edgar
were
going
through
her
pantry
shelf-by-shelf after Pearl
had hidden their bottle
of Canadian Club. She
thought
they'd
had
enough.
In this fashion did
Edgar's post war life
become routine.
He
belonged to a dozen or
so civic and public
service organizations. In
his insurance business he quietly paid the
premiums for people who were about to lapse
their policy. Or rent for people that came up
short on the 1st of the month. He was an easy
mark for a down-and-out story, making loans that
he knew would never be paid back, and an avid
and vocal supporter of Father Cassidy's Home
on the Range for Boys.
Like so many of the returning veterans of
his era, they came back to the States suffering
from PTSD; it just didn't have that name then.
And they medicated it with the drug readily
available--alcohol. It was a way to chase the
demons away, quiet the shakes, deal with the
after effects of tropical fevers and diseases.
And, he donated a bit of cash to the poker
tables down at the Legion Club, much to
Grandmother's vexation. I was a silent observer
one afternoon as he crept into her room and
tossed eight one hundred dollar bills like confetti
on her bed where she would · find his winnings
late that evening. In spite of it all, his business
thrived, evide,nced by his moving up a notch from
Olds to Cadillac. On more than one occasion he
insisted that our family take his car on summer
vacation; he would make do while it was gone. I
imagine that was a puzzle to the St. Bernard.
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Edgar the athlete
He might come home in the afternoon from
began once again to play the bank office to discover that she had prepared
golf. the game that has enough potatoes for a threshing crew, and was
"handicap" as part of its searching the fridge for enough meat to
lexicon, but it never accompany the spuds.
anticipated · the type of
Edgar was able, by herculean effort, to
handicap that Edgar took maintain Pearl in her home until the last few
onto the tee box. Over months of her life. Once she entered a nursing
the years his men from home he began to stay uptown drinking with pals
Company G would stop who had no place to go, chain-smoking pack
as they passed through after pack of cigarettes. His life was now a lonely,
Dickinson
and
find hollow continuum of days, each like the previous.
themselves eating steaks
February 18 and 19, 1969, found me at
cooked on the brick Dickinson State recruiting young graduates for
fireplace in the back yard of Ed's rental home of teaching positions in the Fargo Public Schools.
the moment. Some of my contemporaries Grandmother had contracted pneumonia and
remember fondly eating strip steaks at my was hospitalized at St. Joseph's Hospital. I
grandmother's home as young children.
·
stopped in to see Edgar and, with tears in his
As mentioned earlier, all four of Mom's eyes, he said "Mum" was sinking rapidly. I later
brothers paid close attention to my education. I called Uncle Chuck and he advised me to get
would be the first Agnew nephew to attend over to the hospital quickly if I wanted to say
college, come hell or high water. As I began my goodbye. I met Chuck there during lunch hour on
junior year in high school, Edgar began to talk the 19th, and was stunned by the small skinabout my going to West Point. He assured me covered skeleton of a woman I could not
there was a congressional appointment from recognize, pulled tightly into a fetal position--!
then Senator William Langer should I so desire. stood beside her hospital bed without touching
Had I made that choice, I'm confident he would her. Pearl died peacefully the following morning. I
have delivered. There wasn't a political figure in called Mother; I'd never made such a difficult a
North Dakota that wouldn't have scrambled to phone call, never been that messenger before.
Edgar's side for the opportunity of being Grandmother Pearl, the only grandparent I'd ever
photographed with him. For all the wrong known, was buried on 22 February 1969. One
reasons I chose not to pursue the Military year to the day, our first son Timothy was born.
Academy; in the final analysis it would have been One soul leaves; another arrives.
difficult not to wash out with severe seasonal
On 5 December 1970 I received a call
asthma July through October.
from Mother. I was chasing the doctorate at
As Pearl entered her eighties, this quiet Indiana University at the time. She called to tell
gentle woman who had always contributed so me that Edgar had died suddenly and
much and asked for so little began to suffer from unexpectedly. His jungle floor commitment to his
dementia. When I visited from time to time I could mother fulfilled, he lived only nine months more,
readily see the effect that Pearl's decline was this man who was a tower of strength and a
having on Edgar. He spent part of every day father to so many. He was 53.
untangling Grandmother's thinking for her.
A yellowed newspaper clip in a nearby folder starts out:
The Editor. I've never done this before and even though I try to
add my sentiments, I could never contribute one iota to that wonderful
article Bea Peterson wrote in "A Tribute to Edgar Agnew." National and
world leaders are eulogized in papers, magazines, and books, but
though Edgar was not of international fame, he was someone most
celebrities never become. He was a man who was sincerely concerned
about others, especially people who needed advice and guidance and
knew not where to turn. He was a friend to the influential, the mediocre, Edgar, just a few weeks
and the downcast. To no one did Edgar refuse his knowledge, befor_e he died and left a
experience, or his help. We loved this man, as so many came in contact hole in our hearts.
with him. It wouldn't be hard to go on and on about the virtues of Edgar, the hardships he endured, or
what an honor it was to know him. We can only say that it was a wonderful experience and a privilege
to know he was our friend. May God give him his just reward. --Joe & Peggy Kuntz
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EARLING C. ECKSTROM: WWII MILITARY SERVICE
By his daughter Elaine Eckstrom Stillwell
Earling enlisted in the Army National Guard, 154th Infantry, at
Harvey, North Dakota, at age 32. He was on active duty from
February 10, 1941 - November 6, 1941; and then again January 21 ,
1942 - November 22, 1943. Overall, he honorably served two years,
nine months and 13 days. He was promoted to the rank of Corporal
non-commissioned officer on May 1, 1942. For his service in
Guadalcanal , he was issued the Asiatic-Pacific Theater Campaign
Ribbon and the American Defense Service Ribbon. As a result of
their service under the Marines at Guadalcanal, the members of the
154th Infantry were each awarded the Presidential Unit Citation .
They were the only Army outfit to receive a citation from the Marines.
In 1940, Harvey did not have a Guard unit of its own , although
there were several in surrounding towns. There was a need for an
anti-tank unit, so the men from Harvey formed the new Anti-Tan k
Company and started training in an old potato warehouse. The army
paid Guardsmen one dollar per day for drills.
Character... - ..Excell..enL:-.. -WJM. ... _...........................Periods of active duty6..--.... .10 .4).. ..:to..
.42,:toJ ] /22 '/
Remarks1·-··-··----.No...time ...los.t...under...AVL..J.o1.;...So1...e~tl.ed ...to..-trav.e1..pa-y.;-.Sol-l.e.ftllS..J/:lS/.J;2. ... _
.....Arr..1lJta Jcls J cane l .J.O/l3/.1+2;-.Left.Ga,Jl aJ caJW.l......~/l,(.43 .. ,An!..F.iji...Isl.and ..'J/.1:,/J;J;...--·---··-·-···-... .
_..Le£:t..F.i.ji. .. Isl.and...e.tl.d. .. ar.r.iv.ed..:Ln...llS...l~-.Allg~--·························-·· ..··-······-·········· ..··-····-········-··-·············-..-··-······-··---··
-E..-O}r.e.fr .. .Gener.e.l...Hos ita.1 ...S
field...lttssour.i .. .No.v...22 ...J..~ ...:Eaid...in...!ullom...FS---Earling was called up for his second tour
On February 25, 1941, the men in the
Anti-Tank Unit were put on the Soo Line to Fargo on January 21, 1942, assigned to Headquarters
On
where they trained and waited for troop trains to Company, 1st Battalion, 154th Infantry.
take the regiment south. While in Fargo, the March 18, 1942, the 154th was loaded onto the
164th bunked on cots in the armory and trained SS President Coolidge, a converted luxury liner,
in 25 degree below weather. The rail trip took for their long trip to Melbourne, Australia. There
four days to Camp Claiborne, Louisiana, where were many other soldiers besides their battalion
on board; about 5,000 in all. After a long ocean
they underwent training for ten months.
Because the army could not · afford to . let voyage the ship made port on April 7. They
trained soldiers go after one year, Congress stayed four days at Melbourne and resumed their
extended service for another 18 months. This journey on three small Dutch steamers bound for
news was not well received by the soldiers or New Caledonia, a French-held island in the
their families. The plan approved the discharge South Pacific east of Australia. On April 19 they
of older soldiers who were having the hardest sailed into the capital, Noumae, which served as
time adjusting to their new life. Since Earling US Army/Navy headquarters. They spent 6
was over 28 years old, he was released on months there. It was hot and humid during the
day but cooled off at night.
November 6, 1941.
On October 9, 1942, now part of the
On December 7, 1941, Imperial Japan
America!
Division, the 154th was dispatched to
simultaneously attacked Pearl Harbor, the
Philippines, Wake, Guam, Hong Kong, and the reinforce the 1st Marine Division on Guadalcanal
Malay Peninsula. By the end of the day of because they were strategically the closest to the
December 8, 1941, the 164th was packed and Solomon Islands. The First Marine Division,
ready to move out. It took five days before a under the command of Major General Alexander
troop train was formed to take them to San Vandegrift, had been on Guadalcanal since
Francisco. They expected to be loaded on ships August 7 and was badly worn down. The 154th
and moved right away, but either the Pacific was the first Army unit being sent in to reinforce
waters were too "hot" or else ships were not . the Marines at Guadalcanal; in fact, they were
available, so the [Anti-Tank] company was sent the first US Army unit to conduct an offensive
into Washington State to guard railroad bridges, operation against the enemy in any · theater
dams and other installations for two months. during World War II. They were on the island a
Finally, they were sent back to Fort Ord, month before the rest of the division came.
California, to regroup, get replacements, shots, - During that time they were under the command
of the First Marine Division.
and equipment. ·
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Remembering EARLING C. ECKSTROM, Anti Tank (continued)
Guadalcanal is an island 90 miles long
and 25 miles wide with mountains 8000 feet high,
steep ravines, and deep . streams. Home to
scorpions, large centipedes,
biting ants,
crocodiles, huge rats, poisonous snakes,
enormous land crabs, swarms · of flies and
millions of mosquitoes.
Steady, daily rain,
downpours that stung the skin, created muddy,
sweltering conditions on this uneven terrain. At
night the jungle was absolutely black.
The
steam-heated
jungle
posed
continuous threats of malaria, fungal infection,
and fevers. The single greatest factor reducing
troop effectiveness on Guadalcanal was malaria
- for every man who became a casualty in
combat, five fell to malaria. To add to these
conditions, intelligence about the island was
inadequate throughout the campaign; ground
commanders had to fight without accurate maps
and with little more than an extremely localized
view of the situation. One soldier commented
they may as well
have used a map
of North Dakota.
Of all enemy
strong points in
the South Pacific,
Guadalcanal
appeared
most
threatening to the
Allies because it
lay closest to
Australia and it
was
Japan's
resupply point. If
America was going to blunt the Japanese
advance into the South Pacific, Guadalcanal
would have to be the place, for no other island
stood betweerr the Solomons and Australia. The
broader effect of the war on Guadalcanal has
often been overlooked. Japan's leaders had
planned a major offensive in the Indian Ocean
but the ships and planes required for that
undertaking were instead drained into the
Guadalcanal quagmire; therefore, the Indian
Ocean remained open for the Allies to ship
resupplies and reinforcements throughout the
remainder of the war.
On Guadalcanal, the Japanese troops
gave American fighting men a chilling
introduction to the vicious ch~aracter of the
Japanese soldier - willing to fight to the death
rather than surrender.
The jungle forced
Americans to fight at very close quarters as the
enemy was usually not visible until attacking
troops had closed within fifty feet. From the sea,
the Japanese would come in swarms at night;
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2014

they relished the onset of darkness and relied
extensively on night movement to mount
counterattacks for the next day. Until American
soldiers stopped viewing sunset as the end of the
tactical day and gained more expertise in night
operations, they were subjected to unnecessary
losses at the hands of their more experienced
enemy. The main target of the attack was the
airbase at Lunga Point, renamed Henderson
Field by the Marines.
The Japanese had
originally built the strategically located airstrips
and the Marines had taken control of the base.
The Japanese wanted it back.
The 164th landed on Guadalcanal just
after daylight on October 13, 1942. They had to
unload onto small boats that ferried the cargo to
shore. There was a lot of confusion. with air raids
ongoing and, having just arrived, they lacked
protection. Around 10,000 Japanese troops had
landed on the opposite end of the island from
where the 154th landed.
The first night on
Guadalcanal was later
said to have been the
worst
bombardments
endured by Americans in
World War II. At once all
hell broke loose with a
storm of bombs and
shells.
The Japanese
ships and fighter planes
attacked from the bay
lasting
until
morning.
The area was all lit up by
the explosions. The men
of the 154th put up a much stiffer defense than
the Japanese expected of a green unit. By the
third week in October the Japanese had 20,000
troops and the Americans had 23,000 troops on
the island. The Japanese aircraft bombed 61
times in 68 days.
For 120 days, until February 9, 1943, the
164th endured this continuing hell. The lack of
supplies on both sides meant that combat was
especially intense and characterized by extreme
desperation. The Japanese used fear as a tactic
by placing severed heads of dead Americans on
pikes and planting them around the Marine
perimeter. Neither side took many prisoners.
During the last weeks of 1942, every division had
suffered substantial losses from combat and
malaria. The soldiers were in a state of nervous
exhaustion after long periods of combat without
relief. Men were wounded, sick, shell shocked,
suffering from heat exhaustion, and hysteria.
They suffered from jungle rot (fungal infection),
hepatitis, jaundice, dysentery, and malaria
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Remembf!ring EARLING C. ECKSTROM, Anti Tank (continued) The constant presence of death drained the men beyond measure. Penicillin, first mass
produced in 1942, sav,ed countless lives during the war.
The divisions were reorganized into the Composite Army-Marine (CAM) Division, a 3-division
Corps made up of the 25th Infantry Division, 2nd Marine Division, and the America! Division. General
Patch was assigned to command the newly formed headquarter XIV Corp. The America! Division
·
took over the Henderson Field perimeter while the other
· divisions proceeded to fight the Japanese northward and
1946
evacuate them off the island. They defeated the enemy
on February 9, 1943. In numbers, the Americans were
29,000 strong and suffered 7,099 casualties; less than
50 prisoners of war; 29 ships sunk; and 615 aircraft
destroyed.
The Japanese were 30,000 strong and
suffered 29,343 casualties; 1000 prisoners of war; 38
ships sunk; and 683 aircraft destroyed.
The America! Division boarded the troop
transports -Hunter Liggett and Fuller on March 1, 1943,
bound for Fiji Island. They arrived five days later, having
slept most of the way. Most of the men in the 154th had
dysentery and/or malaria. Those that did not get sent
hqme stayed in Fiji for nine months rest before going on
A TRIBUTE
to
Bougainville.
published in the pages of
Earling was one of the soldiers that was sent
TIIE FARGO FORUM
home. He had six attacks of malaria while in the SW
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
Pacific. While at Fiji, he was kept on a fracture board for
five
weeks, without improvement to his condition. He
DEC 2 5 I977
was evacuated to Letterman General Hospital in San
Francisco on August 19, 1943. He was honorably
discharged November 22, 1943, from O'Reilly General
Hospital, Springfield, Missouri. Upon discharge, Earling
was paid $135.40, including travel pay to his home in
Harvey, North Dakota.
On August 6, 1945, the Enola Gay dropped an
atomic bomb on Hiroshima; a second bomb was
dropped on August 9 on the city of Nagasaki. On
'\
August 28 a formal surrender took place and the
~ ~ , ~ !lc.t.t
Japanese gave up their weapons. Most of the 154th
, \. ' . f ~~ 22, m1 1
regiment arrived at Yokohama on September 10. On
November 3, the America! Division was relieved of its
~arling <;. J!;ckstrom
,.,
duties in the Pacific and sent home for a much deserved
. Tlw i'un•rat fop· l'!arling Carl>
rest. The 154th was deactivated November 24, 1945.
~-c~~trom.. 68 • . Selz. !\ .l> .• will be.
One advantage that National Guard units had
,1t .J Tursd.1y . m Berg <'hapcl al1
~m1r\'cy. N.1'>. lie died Thur8day. , .
over active army units was the long standing familiarity
,l~orn .Ju,: r -20 , 1909. at Volga, O'~
and friendship among the men. On Guadalcanal, the
S.I> ., :\Ia·. 14:ukstrom ,·ame to thc1- -_
glue
that held the men of the 154th most tightly was their
1larn~y area, as a young man,
common
experiences, common localities, common
· and work€,t 1for the Soo Line Han.t
backgrounds,
when neighbors and friends fought
.road, _on f*'ms and also on con, ;\
strul't1on. He ~cn·ed in the Army
alongside one another. Although postwar publications
· during World War II . lie married,-~ advised men and their families to treat the war as a
,Gina f_;ng~ne at Harvey. She pre- . ~
<'<'ded him in death. Survivors in-,, · . dosed book, we as Americans should always remember
and honor their heroic service.
dude three dau11ht<'rs and a son·, ·
Mr~ . Jame8 ~dith) Daughtry,:.{
After service, Earling married Gina Engene of
,Brawl<'y. <·aur. : 1-;1ainc and
Esmond, North Dakota, and they had four children. He
>oth Washing
. ton. I> .C., and Jc:arl·
was in and out of Veterans Administration hospitals for
, .!.lg ,I~. <
Calif.
W~
the remainder of his life. He died at the Fargo VA
Hospital at age 68 on December 22, 1977 and is buried
at Sunnyside Cemetery, Harvey, North Dakota.
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GVA~ALl!ANAL
Remembering the Victories and Hardships of the 164th Infantry Regiment
By Lt. Col. (ret) Shirley J. Olgeirson,
The 164th Infantry News

In February 1941, the North Dakota
National Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment
mobilized for what was to be a year of
training at Camp Claiborne, Louisiana. By
October 1942, they were making history
as the first U.S. Army unit to offensively
engage the enemy, in either theater, when
they reinforced the beleaguered U.S.
Marines at Guadalcanal.
The unit landed on Guadalcanal almost
20 montps before the Allied forces landed
in Europe on D-Day- June 6, 1944.
The entire state was affected by the
mobilization of the 164th Infantry
Regiment, which had about 1,700 men
located in 17 communities throughout
North Dakota.
The 164th's first casualty was a Soldier
from Grand Forks, North Dakota, who was
killed by Japanese naval artillery October
13, 1942, the day the regiment landed on
Guadalcanal. Doug Burtell, who resides in
Bowman, North Dakota, dove into a.slit
trench and found himself lying on top of a
Marine there for the duration of the attack.
"The ground shook - it felt like you
were in a barrel going down Niagara Falls,"
he said. "They were dropping bombs and
hitting us with 14-inch shells. And then,
our ammo dump went - and our fuel
dump. We didn't have any planes that could
fly the next morning."
Marines had seized the airfield at
Guadalcanal from the Japanese in August,
but they were having a tough time hanging
on to it. Defense of the airfield, named
Henderson Field by the Marines, was of
strategic importance, as its loss would have
isolated Australia.
By Oct. 20, the unit had been digging in,
and bandsman Charles Bell, originally of
Enderlin, North Dakota, had been tasked as
a medic/litterbearer.
"We had just lit our 'Lucky Strike
Greens'when-BOOM- Japanese
bombers came in with 500-pound bombs
and dropped three direct hits on Company
B, killing three," Bell said. "Lt. Frank Welch
was hit in the head, while in the dugout
with his helmet on, by a chunk of shrapnel.
He was big and we really struggled to get
him out of the angle passage of the dugout.

All I could do was hold him, pray for his
soul and cry."
On Oct. 25, the 1st Marine Division
was having difficulty defending the
line on Edson's Ridge and requested
reinforcements. Their request was granted
by 3rd Battalion, 164th Infantry Regiment.
Marine battalion commander Lt. Col.
Chesty Puller and the 3rd Battalion, 164th
Third Battalion Regiment Commander Lt.
Col. Robert K. Hall, of Jamestown, North
Dakota, worked together to place Soldiers
in foxholes, along with Marines, to bolster
the defense. The 8-round automatic fire
from the U.S. Army-issued M - 1 rifles,
and the additional machine guns from the
heavy weapons company, helped turn the
tide during the second battle at Henderson
Field. The second night of action became
known as the "Battle of Coffin Corner,"
so named for the thousands of Japanese
infantrymen killed in the banzai attack
on the perimeter. Two 164th machine
gunners earned the Distinguished Service
Cross and numerous Soldiers earned Silver

and Bronze Star Medals. The regiment
earned the respect of the Marines and the
unit was awarded the Navy Presidential
Unit Citation.
The 164th fought alongside the Marines
for a full month before the next regiment
from the Arnerical Division arrived on
Guadalcanal. The battles took their toll. Lt.
Col. Samuel Baglien, regimental executive
officer, wrote in his diary February 2, 1943:
"To date, 150 killed in action or died of
wounds; 360 wounded in action; and 853
evacuated since Oct. 13, 1942."
The 164th participated in campaigns
on Guadalcanal; Bougainville (Northern
Solomons); Leyte and Cebu, Bohol,
Mindanao (Southern Philippines), and
served over 600 days in contact with the
enemy. The regiment earned four "battle
stars" on the Asiatic Pacific Campaign
Ribbon for their service. The America!
Division was slated to spearhead the
invasion of Japan as part of Operation
Olympic and the 164th was training for
that invasion when the war ended.

Illustration by Doug Burtell, former member of the N.D. Army National Guard, 164th Infantry Regiment

An illustration titled "Bomb Crater;' depicts a U.S. Marine standing in the aftermath of a Japanese naval artillery attack Oct. 13,
1942, at Guadalcanal.
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The Regiment President Speaks ...... .
Introducing
your
Association Officers
Standing: Vern Fetch, President
Right: Frank Eide, Vice President
Left: Ben Kemp,
Secretary/Treasurer & Reunion
Coordinator

Well, the 69th Annual Reunion has come and g·one,· and it was deemed a great success. Inasmuch
as we had only a mini-reunion in Bismarck in 2013, the 69th was much anticipated. There were 11
World War II veterans and 9 Korean Veterans in attendance, along with many family and friends for
a total registration of 56 for the reunion with 82 at the Banquet.

The agenda kept things flowing and included a visit to the North Dakota Veteran's Cemetery and a
band concert in the city park in Mandan. The wind, try as it might to quench spirits, could not. The
188th Army National Guard Band prevailed and provided a great concert. The memorial service was
very meaningful and a special tribute was paid to Pat Drong, our former secretary, who we lost
unexpectedly in 2013. The three winners of the 164 Raffle were James Kieley of Laurel Fork, VA;
James Forsberg of Auburn, CA; and .Ruth Weber of North Hollywood, CA.
Plans are already in progress for the 70th Annual Reunion to be held again at the 7 Seas Motel in
Mandan, Oct 9, 10 & 11, 2015. We suggest you make your plans also. I thank the reunion
committee for a great job in planning the reunion and for their great assistance in the reunion
functions. Ben Kemp, Frank Eide, Shirley Olgeirson, and I made up the committee. Also thanks to
the 188th Army National Guard Band of Fargo, to the Patriot Guard Riders, to Harvey Schilling and
the. Dakota Keys Accordion Group, to Ann Knudson for video photography, and to Al Schuldt and
Greg Heinz for their great displays.
We look forward to see you at the "Victory Reunion" in October, 2015 ........... .
Vern Fetch, President

Say, if you're interested in the spiffy new cap that you'll see throughout
this issue, go to _page 46 for ordering information!
Here begins the Reunion Section of this issue of the News. We know
a lot of you couldn't make the trip, so we've tried to bring the essence of
the Reunion to you!
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Story and photos by Lt .Col. (ret) Shirley J. 0/geirson,
The 764th Infantry News

Soldiers who served together more than 70 years ago reunited
last month to reflect upon the events that led to their lasting
camaraderie. The World War II members of the North Dakota
Army National Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment recalled the
unit's ·accomplishments during their 69th annual reunion.
Of the 11 WWII veterans who attended the event, Dennis
Ferk, Gerald Sanderson, Doug Burtell, Ralph Oehlke and Al
Moszer were members of the N.D. Army National Guard when
the unit was mobilized for "a year of training" in February of
1941.
Louis J. Hanson, then from Jamestown, North Dakota,
was drafted later that year, processed through 34th Division
Headquarters at Fort Snelling, Minnesota, and was sent to
Camp Claiborne, Louisianna, to join the 164th. Richard Stevens
was a Kansas Guardsman who transferred into the 164th just
before the regiment sailed for the South Pacific in March 1942.
Seven months later, these soldiers reinforced the 1st Marine
Division at Guadalcanal as the 164th earned the distinction of
being the first U.S. Army unit to offensively engage the enemy in
WWII.
Burt Coffey and Joe Castagneto joined the regiment on Fiji
and went into first combat on Bougainville with the 164th on
Christmas Day in 1943. Jim Morrison and C. Sherman Gibson

came to the unit as replacements in the Philippines in 1945.
The reunion, which was held at the Seven Seas Motel in
Mandan, North Dakota, also included 11 veterans of the 164th
Infantry from the Korean War era, as well as about 50 family
members from both generations.
Those who arrived at the Bismarck Airport were greeted by
the Bismarck Patriot Guard who formed a flag line and held
signs to welcome the veterans. The Patriot Guard also arranged a
police and motorcycle escort for the convoy of vehicles carrying
reunion attendees to the program at the North Dakota Veterans
Cemetery and a 188th Army Band concert on Main Street
in Mandan. The WWII veterans were honored by a ride in a
commercial humvee limousine, and the regimental colors flew
from the lead vehicle's sunroof.
Displays of American and Japanese WWII military equipment
were a big draw to participants and walk-in guests.
Next year's Victory Reunion will celebrate the 70th
anniversary ofthe end ofWorld War II. The event will be held
in Bismarck-Mandan Oct. 9-11, 2015, which corresponds with
the 73rd anniversary of the unit's landing at Guadalcanal on Oct.
13, 1943. The reunion will be part of a larger event, the North
Dakota Victory Celebration, which has a goal of locating and
honoring all WWII veteran within the tate.

Dennis Ferk, formerly of Company A, 164th Infantry Regiment, looks at a photo of the 164th
Infantry Regiment published in the Bismarck Tribune in 1941. The photo was taken before the
regiment mobilized for a"year of training:'

Former members of the 164th Infantry Regiment reunite in Mandan, North Dakota, for the 69th
anniversary of the unit's mission in Guadalcanal during World War II. Back row, from left to right,
are Richard Stevens, of Kentucky; Dennis Ferk, of New Mexico; George Dingledy, of Indiana; Gerald
Sanderson, of Rugby, North Dakota; Joe Castagneto, of Alabama; Doug Burtell, of Bowman, North
Dakota. Seated, from left to right, are LouisJ. Hanson, of Bismarck; Sherman Gibson, of New Mexico;
Ralph Oehlke, of Enderlin, North Dakota; Jim Morrison, of Missouri.
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Front: Louis J. Hanson, Co E & 2nd Battalion Intelligence & Reconnaissance Squad. Bismarck
C. Sherman Gibson, joined Co F on Cebu, wounded & shipped stateside.
Albuquerque, N
Ralph Oehlke, ND National Guard Band, transferred to Anti-Tank. 2nd Lt. 1945. Enderlin, ND
Jim Morrison, Headquarters 3rd Battalion, Bougainville, Leyte, Philippines.
Tarkio, MO
Back: Col (ret) Richard Stevens, Co M. KS Nat'I Guard, joined 164 at Ft. Ord. Louisville, KY
Dennis Ferk, ND Nat'I Guard Co A, wounded Guadalcanal & shipped stateside. Sante Fe, NM
George Dingledy, joined Co Fon Fiji, served Bougainville, Leyte, Philippines. Indianapolis, IN
Gerald "Sandy" Sanderson, ND National Guard, Medical Det / 2nd Battalion Medic. Rugby, N
Sgt Maj (ret) Joe Castagneto, Co A on Fiji, Bougainville, Leyte, Philippines.
Ohatchee, A
Doug Burtell, ND National Guard Reg't Headquarters lntell & Recon Platoon.
Bowman, N
Inset: Aloysius J. Moszer, ND National Guard Company A
Bismarck, ND

Brief WWII History
10 Feb 1941
Feb-Dec 1941
8 Dec 1941
19 Mar 1942
27 May 1942
13 Oct 1942
6 Mar 1943
25 Dec 1943
21 Jan 1945
10 Apr 1945
Apr-May 1945
Sep 1945
Nov 1945
24

Mobilized as part of 34th Infantry Division
Trained at Camp Claiborne, Louisiana
Detached from 34th Division .
Sailed for South Pacific Theater.
America I Division formed.
Landed on Guadalcanal
.
Moved to Fiji: Replacements, Training
Landed on Bougainville
Landed on Leyte
Landed on Cebu
Negros, Bohol, Mindanao
Occupied Japan
Returned to State Control
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Korean War
Mobilization
& others
1946-1955

Front : Vic Gibbins, Co E; Orlyn "Owl" Stensgard, Hqs Co; Milt Kane, Co G; Ralph Lenzmeier, Co G;
Stan Cowen, Co X; Vern Fetch, Service Co; Standing: Ben Kemp, Co K; Gerald Skogley, Hqs Co;
Frank Eide, Hqs Co; Frank Dahl, Co G; Harold Halvorson, Hqs Co 2 Bn; George Freund, Hqs Co 2 Bn;
Filmore Hammargren, Co L; and holding the flag, Herb Schultz, Co E;

Janice & Milt
Kane

Joyce & Frank
Dahl

Agnes Manthey &
Filmore Hammargren
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Ella Mae & Stan
Cowen

Margaret & Vern
Fetch
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59th Annual Reunion: Support from the Patriot Guard

"I was never thanked like this .. "

Members of the Bismarck Chapter of the North Dakota Patriot Guard catch up on back issues of The
164th Infantry News as they await reunion arrivals at the Bismarck Airport. They mustered members
for a Flag Line to greet 154th guys and made all the arrangements with Airport management.
Above L-R: Ride Captain Bob, John, Logan, Brad, Norm, & Rose
Others in various photos below: Coffey/Castagneto: John, Logan, Norm, Bob, Joe, Brad, Rose
Gibson: Back- Bob, Logan, Bran, Norm, John, Dave; Front- Joe, Lenette, Rose
Stevens: Bob, Rose, Jerry, Norm, Logan, Gene. · Flagline: Logan, Brad, John, Dave, Rose ~ith sign
At left, Bert Coffey and Joe Castagneto are the first
arrivals at the Bismarck airport on Thursday the 18th.
"I wanted to make sure I didn't miss anything," said
Coffee, who flew in from California a day early. "But,
wow, this is a surprise!" Below, Joe went back to
the airport on Friday to join the Patriot Guard in
welcoming Richard Stevens.

Above, Sherman Gibson and his sister, Lavera
Ruth Godsil, are all smiles after all-day flights.
Gibson was overwhelmed by the impressive Flag
Line and the hearty greeting by veterans in the
Patriot Guard. "I'm 95," he said, "and the war was
a long time ago." Then tears welled up. "I was
never welcomed home like this. I was never
th~nked like this."
26
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69 1h Annual Reunion : Displays of US & Japanese WWII equipment

"There's a lot of history her

Above: Greg Heinz has an amazing collection
of 164th unit photos, uniforms, and equipment.
His wife brought a rare photo of Greg in "the
only WWII uniform that fits", she laughed.
Left: Al Schuldt dresses the part of a US
soldier in front of his display of Japanese
uniforms, weapons, and equipment.
Below: Al shows his sword collection to ND
Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem who
stopped in to look at the impressive displays.
"There's a lot of history here!" he commented.

Above Left: Just a few of Greg's
photos , newspapers, and maps.
Left: Al talks with Tom Wilder as they
take a look at the war souvenirs in the
trunk shipped home from Guadalcanal
by Tom's dad, Jerry Wilder, Co E.
Right: The "Wichmann Boys".
Uniforms of Col Wendell Wichmann,
Co A & Hqs, and his cousin Tech 4
Lester Wichmann, Co B. The Colonel
also served in Korea and Vietnam. He
gave his uniform to Greg at a reunion a
few years ago. Lester's daughter,
Leah, donated her dad's uniform to the
164th Infantry Archives.
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2014
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59th Annual Reunion: Support from the Patriot Guard

The Patriot Guard and Mandan
Police Department escorted our
convoy to the program at the ND
Veterans Cemetery & concert.
Thanks to Riders (back) Gerard,
Norm, Bob; (center) Donna, Joe,
Lenette, Rose, Susan, Logan;
(front) Duane, Nick, Nancy, Arlen

WHAT ARtl)EI
28
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59th Annual Reunion: North Dakota Veterans Cemetery

" ... You become brothers, family.
There is a lot of family out here .. "
·

---Maj (ret) M. t Kane

Above: The west hillside of the North
Dakota Veterans Cemetery. The 75 mm
French cannon is used to fire a 21-gun
salute on Memorial Day.
Left: The front entrance to the cemetery.
Below Left: Lt Col (ret) Loye Ashton and
wife Rose, who own the Humvee and
Humvee Limousine, donated their time and
driving skills to provide a grand ride for the
WWII veterans.
Below: Doug Burtell stands by the granite
154th Memorial that bears his artwork. The
monument was dedicated in 1994.

For a list of "known" 154th Veterans & spouses
buried at the North Dakota Veterans Cemetery,
see Page 4 7 of this issue.
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59th Annual Reunion: Band Concert

" 'Our' band is really good!"

Standing for The Star Spangled Banner

The 188m Army National Guard Band, a descendant of
the 164th Infantry Band, honored veterans and guests
with a grand afternoon concert.

Thanks to SSgt (ret) Jeff Goetz (left)whc
brought The Adjutant General's jeep to th t
concert. Laius "used to drive one of these! "

In the limo, Jim,
Sherman, & Doug look
like they've seen a
monster. Or the most
beautiful girl in the
world. Either way, it
was your Editor©

Hey, what's
Louis going
'way up there?

Left:
Sandy & George
are enjoying the
limo ride

30

Not everyone could fit in -the limo, but the bus ri
was pretty comfy, too, and there's smiles all 'rounc
First bus: Mary & Tony Drain, Agnes & Filmore.
Second bus: Orlyn Stensgard, Jeff Lerizmeier, M1
& Janice Kane, and in the back is Stan Cowen.
There are more folks on the buses; we just can
see 'em. A local business called West Rive
Transit helped solve our transportation situation.
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59th Annual Reunion: Banquet and Dance

"Dining and Dancing and ....

,..

~
,

-

C,

Above, Jeff Lenzmeier; Larry, Jim, & Mildred Morrison; Ralph Lenzmeier, Orlyn Stensgaard.
Below: Ben Kemp bought Pink 154th Infantry hats for his pink-loving granddaughters.
Great-grandpa Joe Castagneto takes granddaughter Nikki's little guy for a spin on the dance floor.
Band Director Don Nagle gives his "last wave" at his last ferformance before retirement.
Richard Stevens had a chance to chat with Richard Wies , son of his Al Wiest, Co M's commander.
The Amstrups, the Tillotsons, and the Kanes can be seen 'daring to dance·!
The 188th Army National Guard Jazz Band sure plays a mean Glenn Miller!!

• •

.Darn
Good
Fun!"
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59th Annual Reunion: Band Concert

"An obligation to honor our own .. "

2014
11~

Stw~
Above: SSgt Tim Knabe plays
Taps, surrounded by WWII
memorabilia.
Right: President Col (ret)
Vern Fetch is at the podium to
read The Last Roll Call, as
Sgt Maj (ret) Joe Castagneto
(WWII) and Vic Gibbins
(Korea) stand ready to ring a
bell and extinguish candles.
Above R: ND National Guard
Chaplain (Lt Col) Dave
Johnson led us in prayer.
Below: A quintet from the
188th Army Band sang three
selections, including "Isa Lei"
the beloved Fijian work song.

The 2014 Memorial Service included quite a long list of names gathered since 2012, as no memorial service
was held at the mini-reunion in 2013. Modem internet search options now make it easier to locate
obituaries, so The Last Roll Call includes 164th soldiers who may have passed some time ago,
but have not yet been listed in the News nor honored at a reunion Memorial Service.
·
Special mention was made that Dolores Edwardson had phoned to tell us that Rudy Edwardson, Co F,
had passed away in a Fargo hospital on 19 September, the first day of our reunion.
A candle was extinguished in honor of former Sec/Treas Pat Drong, who passed unexpectedly in 2013.
32
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WORLD WAR 11

WORLD WAR II
2ND BATTALION HQS
Nicholas R. Carfolo, 1 Nov 11

REG'T HQS
8 James Battafarano, 22Nov13
8 Elroy 0. Greuel, 14 Aug 12
8 James H. Jarvis, 1 Sep 11
8 Clifford R. Kurtz, 1 Jul 14
8 Fred R. Maier, 31 Jul 14
8 Walton S. Olson, 31Jul14
8 Edgar A. Sinkbeil, 15Aug12

COMPANYE
8 Michael C. Beatini, 19 Feb 14
8 William A. Byers, 27May 13
8 Willard P. Chauvin.Sr, 11Apr 14
8 David L Corey, 28 Jul 12
Henry Hebert, 11 Jan 13

SERVICE COMPANY
8 Peter Diaz, 30 Oct 12
Leo J. Gahr, 22 Aug 10
8 John J. Kirchoffner Sr,3 Mar 03
8 Clifford Ottinger, 3 Sep 13
8 Kenneth B. Shaver, 19 Jun13
BAND
Charles V. Boatman , 21Oct13
8 Lynn M. Kloster, 11Aug11
ANTI TANK CO
8 Lewis F. Bauman, 12 Oct 12
81SG Vernon S. Buck, 26 Aug12
8 Adam J. Miltenberger, 10 Nov13
MEDICAL
8 Carl Garbe, 11 Aug 13
8 Dr. David S. Marshall, 26Mar11
Dr. Charles R. Yancey, 12Sep97
CANNON
Henry Bonislawski, Cannon Co

1ST BATTALION HQS
8 Donald Well, 5 Oct 12
COMPANY A
Francis N. J. Allridge, 2008
Fred C. Archer, 20 Apr 09
8 Merwin Bokelmann, 14 Sep 12
8 Wallace Gjesvold, 24 Mar 14
8 Robert E. Melville 20 Dec 04
Raymond R. Robertson, 3Feb08
William B. Yohe, 1 Mar 06
COMPANY B
8 Elmer Frank Eilers, 22 Dec 12
8 Horace F. Nearhood,13Aug13
Donald V Staley, 1 Jan 82
WORLD WAR II

COMPANYC
8 Henry H. Dietrich.Sr, 6 May14
Arlie R. Roberts, 23 Oct 03
Thomas "Ed" Senn, Medic 14Jan 90
Donald J. Spencer, 9 Aug 09
COMPANY D
8 Gordon C. Everett, 11 Sep 12
8 Victor N. Granvold, 31 Aug 12
8 Joe S. Gummeringer, 9Jun14
8 Douglas McMahon, 29 Sep 12
8 Donald L. Monger, 11 Jun 13
8 Joe Poleschook, 31 May 13

COMPANY F
Frank DeMaria, 3 Oct 07
Leon Gibbs, 30 Jan 14
8 Otto Heath, 22 Feb 14
8 Harold L. Overbeck, 18 Aug 12
8 John M. Paulson, 19 Sep 12
8 Walter Rivinius, 16Aug13
COMPANYG
Bervil Glenn Burney, 28 Feb 13
Glen Mellor, 4 Aug 95
8 Austin Jay Roth,
COMPANY H
Lawrence E. Ashby, 3 Jul 13
8 Warren 0. Brodie, 9 Jul 13
Gordon V. Carlson, 24 Jun 00
8 Nicholas C. Cascio, 22 Oct 10
8 John W. Gregory, 24 Apr 14
8 Wm Grady Goudy, 26 Jun 12
8 Donald Hoffman, 30 Nov 12
8 George H. Hopkins, 19 Jun13
Irvin Richard Wallner, 9Mar11
8 Col Albert Wiest, 30Dec12
3RD BATTALION HQS
Frederick S. Elling, 17 Feb 04
COMPANY!
Donald E. Findley, 26 May 13
George Rutter, 31 Oct 12
COMPANYK
8 Martin Broudy, 14Feb13
8 Willis Clark, 28 Jan 04
Paul Ebeltoft, 13 Jan 05
Paul F. Fischer, 11 Aug 14
8 Zach Johnson, 4 Sep 12
Theodore Kessel, 6 Dec 08
8 Marion Minks, 14 Apr 13
8 Ted Steckler, 27 Feb 02
COMPANYL
8 Russell J. Schmoker, 13 Sep 12
Lyle 0. Johnson, Feb 85
Conrad 0. Kasmesch 7 Sep 11
COMPANYM
John Kasberger, 7 Sep 08
George Lennander, KIA 8Apr 45
H.T. McKennett, 1 Jan 12

WORLD WAR II
WWII Company Unknown
Rowland W. Adrian, Jr, 27 Aug 10
8 William F. Babbe, 15 Nov 12
Henry L. Blankenship, 3 Jul 13
Merle S. Brood, 10 Apr 06
Lester W. Carlson, 25 Jun 09
Archie G. Clawson, 1 Jul 09
Frank A. Curreri, 8 Feb 07
Albert E. Drumblusky, 19 Jan 13
Sam Frasco, 20 Nov 12
Donald J. Brown Kreuch, 30 Sep09
Louis J. Leingang, 11 Dec 12
Clarence A. Lockhart, 25 Jan 2009
August R. Ludwig, 15Aug 08
John J Mazza, 10 Jul 13
Harry E. Schulte, 1 Oct 06
John F. Ward, 14 Dec 03
KOREA

Separate HQS
Robert H. Brackel (K), Mar 72
Norman W. Brackel (K), 24 Sep 05
Theodore J. Brackel (K), 16 May 05
TANK COMPANY
8 Jerome L. Johnson (K), 5Jul11
MEDICAL COMPANY
Morris B. Kubousek (K),19Jan 14
SERVICE COMPANY
8 Raymond Eisenzimmer (K), 19Nov13
SERVICE COMPANY
Richard G. Mclester (K), 25 Mar 13
COMPANYC
Lloyd Millard Stigen (K), 6 Jul 02
COMPANY E
Charles D. Kalil (K), 20 Dec 13
8 LeRoy A. Kositzky (K), 28 Feb 14
8 Leland C. Marchant (K), 10Aug13
COMPANYG
Clarence R. Mimnaugh (K), 20Feb13
8 Edward C. Otto (K), 12 Jun 14
8 Robert J. Tvenstrup (K), 17Feb14
COMPANYK
Ernest Bayer (K) Co K, 31 May 05
Raymond J. Haag (K), 1 Nov 12
Eugene Kuntz (K), 20 Mar 07
COMPANY L
Lloyd Millard Stigen (K), 6 Jul 02
UNKNOWN
Alfonso A. Arrendondo (K), 5 Jul 13
8 Finley K. Clarke (K), 25 Apr 06

The last Memorial Service had been at the September 2012 reunion. These
names were assembled since then, some from internet searches, and had never
been honored during a reunion.
8 = 164 Association Member
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59th Annual Reunion: Family & Friends

"It was definitely worth the trip"

Jim and Mildred Morrison drove
from Tarkio, MO. Well, they
were thrilled that their Larry
decided to do the driving!

Dennis Ferk & daughter Denise Al Moszer was accompanied by
live in Sante Fe, Nl\i1. While in · his son Tom. Al had the chance
the area, they visited the house to go to Wash, DC on an Honor
they used to live in_.
Flight a few years ago

Four Generations! Sgt Maj Joe Castagneto
flew from Alabama. Son Norman flew from
California to Billings, then drove with his
daughter Nikole and her son.

-

Louis J. Hanson, Bismarck, was joined by daughter
Diana Herner, her husband Glenn, and Bernice Doll.

.

Doug Burtell's daughter Barb
Confey (left) helped Doug and
special friend Betty Miller with
the 3 hour drive from Bowman.

George Dingledy flew from lndpls
into Mpls to meet up with grandson
Steve Thieroff who drove him the
rest of the way.

Ralph Oehlke made the 3 hour
Ralph Lenzmeier and son Jeff
trip from Enderlin with son Paul, flew in from Arizona. Jeff
who missed part of a soth class
promised that-he'd write about
reunion to bring his dad. Thanks! his dad & family military history
34

Sherman Gibson flew to Denver
from Albuquerque to meet sister
LaVera who flew from Washingtor
--then on to Bismarck!

We were happy to see Neyl
McClure who is recovering from
some health problems. Joe
Gross drove to the reunion.
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59th Annual Reunion: Research, Visiting, & Fun

"We are proud to be 164 Family"

Family of Al Wiest, Co H & M: Family of Msgt Edmund J. Kramer, Co G:
Jim Swift, son of
Daughter Mary Wiest Simpkins L-R: Son Gene & wife Linda; Ivan Ternes, Pat Willard Swift, Co A,
(r), Son Richard and wife lnta.
Kramer Heit, and Kathy Kramer Maruska.
joined at reunion!

Family of Ray Conlon, Co X: L-R: Pat Conlon; Mary Family of Bill Tillotson, Co A:
Lizakowski , Barb Wellentin. Ray went on the 1992 trip Son Steve & Wife LeeAnn.
to Guadalcanal

Family of Bill Tucker, Co M:
Daughter Mary & her husband
Tony Drain.

Family of Robert Amstrup:
Son Robert & wife Cathy.

Rick Martin, son
of Vernon, Co G
Desert Storm
veteran.

Jim Drong, son
in law of Bernie
Wagner, Co G

Tony Reski, nephew
of Don Staley, Co B.
He donated a print that
will be in a future story.

Like "Where's Waldo", your Editor has to sneak in somewhere
Hey, the great media coverage worked! These folks were
walk-ins that we hope to recruit! Center, Karen Griffin· brought
a picture of her dad, Raymond A. Griffin.
Right, the Johner sisters point to a picture of their dad in the
Company K photo that was on display. Peter, I think.
Secretary-Treasurer Ben Kemp likes to get
his whole family involved in the history of the
154th. He and Lorraine were joined by their
son James & wife Twila, and their girls Nora
and Olivia
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59th Annual Reunion:

People!!

Editorial apologies to Leila Leihman - out of 672 photos taken at the reunion, this is the only picture of
Leila-she's 4th from the left. Below, Sandy posed beside the News posters as he waits for an interview.
Below right: The boys of 2nd Battalion: George, Co F; Louis J., Co E; Sherman, Co F.
Center: Tom Wilder, son of Jerry Wilder, and Louis J hold display the Co E guidon.
Mildred Morrison takes a look at display photos. Laye & Rose Ashton made the Saturday program pretty
special with a couple of Humvees-including ~ lim~! Gene Kramer points at his dad in the Co G photo.

36.
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59th Annual Reunion: People!!

Top: Major General David Sprynczynatyk, Adjutant
General of the ND National Guard visits the
business meeting. "Your service was significant,"
he said, "and today's National Guard salutes you."
Bert Coffey show off the front page of the Tribune
that featured the reunion.
Three guys, three beers!
Company A gets the best dressed award: TSgt
Dennis Ferk and Sgt Maj (ret) Joe Castagneto
wowed the crowd.
Videographer Ann Knudson listens in as Gerald
Sanderson (WWII) talks with Frank Dahl (K).
Robert Amstrup takes a look at the book.
The potato bar on Friday was a hit.
Just Ralph.
Doug Burtell shows Joe some of the artwork in his
sketch book.
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69th Annual Reunion: Local News Coverage was Great!

Story By Karee Magee
Photos by Mike McCleary
Reprinted with Permission.

World War II veterans Louis Hanson, left, 95, of
Bismarck, and Dennis Ferk, 93, from New Mexico talk
about a lighter moment in their service with the North
Dakota Army National Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment
at [the] reunion in Mandan. The pair fought in the
harrowing battle of Guadalcanal against the Japanese
in the south Pacific in 1942.

MANDAN, N.D. -- The Battle of Guadalcanal
helped determine the course of World War 11 in a
great part due to the efforts of 1, 700- North
Dakota men.
Today, 11 veterans of the key battle will
gather for the 69th annual reunion of the 164th
Infantry Regiment of the North Dakota Army
National Guard.
The reg.iment was made up of about 3,000
men, including the North Dakotans. It was the
first U.S. Army unit -to offensively engage ttie
Japanese at Guadalcanal in October 1942.
"That night, we got shelled from the sea and
bombed from the air," recalled Louis J. Hanson,
one of the infantrymen from North Dakota. "They
really baptized us."
Hanson, 94, a farmer from Ypsilanti, now lives
in Bismarck. When he enlisted, Hanson was sent
to Claiborne, La., with his regiment to train for a
year. Ten months later, Pearl Harbor was·
bombed and they were activated. "They alerted
u's right away," he said.
The 164th Infantry Regiment was stationed
first in Oregon to watch the bridges until the
boats came to take them to the South Pacific,
Hanson said.
Eleven days after the regiment landed, the
Marines stationed on Guadalcanal requested
reinforcements. For the first and only time in
history, soldiers were put into fox holes with the
Marines.
According to Hanson, the Marines
generally didn't like the Army, but after fighting
together, they began calling the infantry regiment
the 164th Marines. They were awarded a Navy
Presidential Unit Citation.
Guadalcanal was a strategic outpost, said
Dennis Ferk, 93, an original member of the 164th
infantry from Sante Fe, N.M.
He said the
Japanese were building an airport on the island.
That would have given the .Japanese access to
Australia and other South Pacific Islands, which
the U.S. needed as well.

Ferk was stationed at the beach to watch for
enemy ships. A .50-caliber machine gun bullet
burned the side of his head. He said he never
stood outside of the bunker while on duty again.
· "My main thought was to keep myself alive," Ferk
said.
The place where the regiment was stationed
on Guadalcanal became known as "coffin
corner," where more than 25,600 Japanese died
in battle, including land, sea and air.
"I didn't think I was going to make it," Hanson
said.
Disease caused problems for the regiment,
including malaria, dengue fever and yellow
jaundice.
Hanson said the reason he and others survived
was that "we were North Dakota boys and we
weren't afraid to get our hands dirty."
The 164th Infantry Regiment also served in
Bougainville of the Northern Solomon Islands
and the Philippines. As part of the America!
division, it was scheduled to spearhead the
invasion in Japan as part of Operation Olympic
when the war ended.
Ferk and Hanson don't know exactly how
many members of the 164th are left. Ferk said
he's looking forward to "getting together with
gentleman like Louis and talk like we are talking
now."
Veterans of the Korean War also will be
joining them this weekend, and Hanson said that
they will be in charge of continuing the reunion
after the World War II veterans no longer can.
The reunion ... will include a memorial service, a
banquet and features the 188th Army Band.

World War 11 veteran Bert Coffey looks over a book that was on display
with other war-era American uniforms and military memorabilia at this
year's North Dakota Army National Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment
reunion ... in Mandan.
38.
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59th Annual Reunion: Local News Coverage was Great!

r

World War II Vets Receive a
Hero's Welcome
Posted: Sep 18, 2014 8:30 PM CD
By Corina Cappabianca, Reporter
A group of battle buddies reunites after
serving together more than 70 years ago.
Members of the 164th Infantry Regiment are
holding their 69th annual reunion in Mandan
this weekend .
The 164th was the first Army unit to fight the
e~emy offensively in World War II, serving as
reinforcement for the Marines in the Pacific.
Tonight two of the unit's veterans-- 92-year-old
Joseph Castagneto, and 90-year-old Bert
Coffey flew into the Bismarck Airport for the
meet up.
What they didn't know was the big hero's
welcome they would receive from the Patriot
Guard.
"I was totally surprised, totally surprised ... It's
too much seeing my name in print. If the guys
could only see me now," says Coffey.
Joe says he's just excited to meet up with his
fellow soldiers.
"What am I looking forward to? All my good
loveable friends . That's what I'm looking for,"
says Castagneto.
Joe flew in all the way from Alabama, and Bert
from Los Angeles.
The group will be meeting in Mandan this
weekend, again for their 69th reunion.
We are told more surprises are in store for the
veterans.
Text only at
http://www.kxnet.com/story/26572672/world-war-i i-vetsreceive-a-heros-welcome

Joe, Bert,&
Steve are
interviewed
at the airport
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2014

Local news coverage was GREAT!
Both local TV news stations provided super
coverage of the reunion. Reporters were at the
airport to film the arrivals and interview the
incoming 154th_ers. They covered the program at
the Veterans Cemetery; another team was at the
concert; and yet another came to the reunion
headquarters, as did the Tribune. Text from two of
the short reports from KX 12 are posted here.
KFYR had an excellent 2-3 minute report,
including historical photos, but the video has been
pulled from the internet and the text is not posted.

ND National Guard's 164th Infantry
Remembers Their Fallen
Posted: Sep 20, 2014 6:23 PM CDT
By Ben Smith, Reporter
Soldiers who served together in a battle more than
70 years ago reunite today to remember their
fallen.
The 164th Infantry Regiment of the North Dakota
Army National Guard was the first US army unit to
fight in World War 11.
This included 17 hundred soldiers located in 17
communities throughout North Dakota.
11 of these soldiers living in the state came to
reunite at the Veterans Cemetery Mandan today.
One of them is 95 year old Lewis Hanson who told
us part of his story."I started out in Guadalcanal
Oct 13th of '42. I was a platoon sergeant, never
lost a man. I was a BAR man, a rifle man."
14 Veterans of the Korean War also came to the
event. Major Milton Kane grew up in Spiritwood,
North Dakota and has spent almost all of his life
serving his country. He says being a part of this
group of veterans is an honor.
"When you're with these people, you become
brothers, family, and there is a lot of family out
there ... that's what it's all about." says Kane
Editor: This video is still posted at
http://www.kxnet.com/story/26585513/nd-nationalgua rds-164th-i nfa ntry-remembers-their-fallen
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"Helmet on a Rifle"
This poem was read at the Reunion Program at the 154th Infantry Memorial, North Dakota Veteran·s
Cemetery. Quite a number of attendees asked for a copy, so here it is.
It was originally printed in the July 2012 issue of the News, along with a profile of the author,
R. A. Gannon, who is Korean War era Marine who lives in New Hampshire.
It will touch your soul.

A HELMET ON A RIFLE

And then I looked at the captain, .
And he silently answered me.
He took my hand and he nodded,

Then turned so I couldn't see.
And I walked back to the pointman,
To the place where I had seen h.im
fall.
Where• now the land was quiet, •
With a piece of God on all. ·

a marble m:>nunent
In town the other day.
'!hey put it on the village green, _
In permanent display
'Ibey built

I covered him up with a poncho
And then, to be sure he'd be found,
I took his rifle and bayonet
And jabbed it into the ground.
There wasn't much rrore

It's a graoo and noble symbol
Raised by a grateful land.
But I remember a sinpler one

the

tribute seemed a trifle
I took a battered helmet
And placed it on the rifle.
So

puffs of dust -

That swirled around our feet
And the way the rifle ba:r:rels
Shimnered and glowed in the heat.
I

walked

with

my

eyes

I could

My

Of steel, wood and sand.
I reteri::>er

than

do

on . the

pointman.
He was the first to go down.
I saw how the bullets hit him·

And slamned him onto the gr<?und.

Years have passed since that fateful
night.
.
An now I read his name
carved on a marble ·rronunent
Enshrined on a Roll of Farre.
Yet, that helmet on .a rifle
Was a far rrore fitting shrine
For the rifle was my brother• s,

And the helmet? It was mine.
R.A.Gannon

lasted alm:>st forever
But it finally came to an end
And there were no strangers arrong
For each man was every man's friend. _
'l1lat day
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The Annual Business Meeting
The Annual Business Meeting of the 164th
Infantry Association of the United States of America
was called to order by President Vern Fetch at 1000
hours on 20 September 2014 at the Seven Seas Inn,
Mandan , North Dakota.
The Pledge of Allegiance was performed by all
present. A short Prayer was given by Col (ret) Alan
W. Schuldt.
The first order of business was explained by our
president, as to how we became officers of the
association without there being an election. Vern
stated that after Pat Drong, our Secretary Treasurer
had passed , Bernie Wagner, the Association;s
President, called, stating that he was resigning as the
president. (Special Note: Vern Fetch, Frank Eide, and
Ben Kemp had been appointed to a special advisory
committee by Bernie Wagner years ago). Bernie
stated that this advisory committee was to take over,
with Vern as president, and Ben as the secretary
treasurer again. Bernie all so stated that the 2013
reunion was being cancelled. He further said that the
funds of the association would be transferred to an
account in Bismarck, North Dakota.
President Fetch called for an election of officers for
2015. Milt Kane made a motion that Vern Fetch be
President, Frank Eide be Vice President, and Ben
Kemp be the Secretary Treasurer. This motion was
second by James Drong, voted on, and passed.
President Fetch then appointed Shirley J. Olgeirson
as our Editor of the 164th Infantry Association's
newsletter.
President Fetch had appointed Milt Kane and
James Drong, both Company G personnel to audit
the 2013 - 2014 financial record. This was done on
Friday, 19 Sep 14. They both reported to members
present that no discrepancies were noted in their
review.
Time and Place. In September 2013 we were
looking for a motel to hold our reunion in. Because of
our small numbers, no motel in Bismarck, North
Dakota was willing to take us. (they want wedding
parties with 250 plus people in attendance). So when
we booked the event for 19 - 21 September 2014 at
the Seven Seas Inn. We then looked at 2015. At that
time (2013) the whole month of September 2015 was
booked. The next available date was 9 - 10 - 11
October 2015, so we took that date.
No new business. A motion was made to
adjourn. Personnel present w.ere called to attention,
saluted the flag, and the meeting was adjourned at
1045 hrs.
BENNETJ.KEMP
SECRETARY TREASURER
164TH INFANTRY ASSOCIATION
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164TH INFANTRY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FROM AUGUST 2012 THRU SEPTEMBER 2014
LAST REPORT (Audited August 2012)
WAS IN THE MARCH 2013 NEWS:
BANK STATEMENT $19,154.05
CASHON HAND
$50.00
CD BALANCE
$12,857.5C
INTEREST
$9.71
TOTAL (AUG 2012) $32,171.4G
DATE
Sep-12
Oct-12
Nov-12
Dec-12
Jan-13
Feb-13
Mar-13
Apr-13
May-13
7-Jun-13
20-Jun-13
Jun-13
Jul-13
Aug-13
Sep-13
Oct-13
Nov-13
Dec-13
Jan-14
Feb-14
Mar-14
Apr-14
May-14
Jun-14
Jul-14
Auo-14
Sep-14

INCOME
$100.66
$279.75
$571.69
$2,349.13
$120.71
$930.20
$830.07
$144.22
None
$14,586.46
$12,920.98
$200.17
$0.23
$2,296.74
$1,975.18
$690.25
$330.23
$627.24
$354.74
$364.70
$653.72
$40.21
$212.21
$468.22
$2,865.22
$3,296.74
$3,426.45

DEBITS
$2,790.89
$390.45
$2,582.17
None
$1,010.00
$342.97
$299.15
$2,404.76
· $170.00
Checking*
CD*
$226.41
None
$2,049.24
$131.21
$61.45
$2,177.13
$747.34
$2,178.67
$49.00
$139.56
$2,170.80
$170.00
$409.80
$65.79
$2,324.70
$5,886.43

*Transferred from Valley City to Bismarck

CHECK BOOK BALANCE 1 OCT 2014
CD-none (accounts combined Jun13J

$26,522.16
0

NET WORTH 1 OCTOBER 2014 $26,522.16
I CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT IS TRUE AND
CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE FOR
THE PERIOD ENDING 30 SEPTEMBER 2014.
BENNETJ.KEMP
SECRETARY/TREASURER

$164 RAFFLE WINNERS
RUTH A WEBER*
NHOLLYWOOD

LTC

(RET) JAMES FORSBERG
AUBURN CA

COL (RET) JAMES KIELEY*

LAUREL FORK, VA
*DONATED BACK TO 164TH
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52nd Field Hospital / 121 st Medical Battalion
by Raymond Aguirre, son of Joe Aguirre, 52nd Field Hospital
To the Editor: Greetings. My name is Raymond Aguirre and I
am the son of WWII Veteran Joe Aguirre who served on
Guadalcanal and Bougainville with the 101 st Medical Regiment and
52nd Field Hospital. Prior to my dad's passing in 2002, I had the
opportunity to learn about his service in WWI I. With limited
information, I have been able to learn quite a bit about the 101 st
Med. Regt. and the origins of the activation of the 52nd Field
Hospital on Guadalcanal.
I recently read Mr. Shoptaugh's book about the 154th Infantry, a
fascinating story in depth about the men and their experiences with
the outfit. I am glad that someone finally has told their story.
I would also like to commend you for taking on the publishing of
the newsletter and helping keep the memory alive. In my research I
realize that most bf these veterans are now gone or few remain.
I am trying to find out if the "band members" who were pressed
into service as litter bearers were in fact members of the 101 st
Medical Regiment of the America! Division. Is it possible that these
medical men from the North Dakota National Guard became
members of the 101 st Med Regt,(later redesignated 121 st Med Bn
after the Guadalcanal Campaign)?
The reason I ask is that a cadre of men, seasoned combat
veterans of the 101 st Medical Regiment and newly arrived
replacements, were selected to activate the 52nd Field Hospital on
.-------------,
Joe J. Aguirre 1942
May 1, 1943, on Guadalcanal. This was done after the campaign
Infantry Replacement Training Center
had ended and as the America! Division left for Fiji. The 101 st
Cp Roberts, San Miguel, California
Medical Regt was a Massachusetts National Guard outfit and was
thrown into the fight on Guadalcanal with each of its three
battalions designated as Field Hospitals 1, 2, and 3 assigned to
care for 154th, 182.nd and 132nd Infantry Regiments. Field Hospital
#1 with Collecting Company 'A' and Clearing Company 'G' were
assigned to care for the 154th. But the 154th may have been cared
for by the two other hospitals including the Marine's 1st Medical Bn,
this is not clear.
I would like to learn if any North Dakota men became part of the
cadre of the 52nd Field Hospital?
As the struggle to gain control of the Solomons continued north,
XIVth Corps kept the 52nd busy with its men learning medical work
from the 101 st Med combat veterans. Medical doctrine continued
to develop through the campaigns until cohesive, formally trained
medical units began to arrive in the Pacific.
As you know, the struggle for Guadalcanal pushed the human
spirit to the limit in every aspect imaginable. The jungle conditions
created a monumental challenge for the evacuation and treatment
of the sick and wounded on the battlefield. The litter bearers were
pushed beyond the limits of exhaustion even when teams were
deployed to help carry the wounded over great distances to waiting
jeeps or ambulances parked on the trails without a road network. I
have heard the bandsmen praised time · and again by many a
veteran who have remembered their heroics and devotion to their
compatriots
.
When the America! arr~ved on Bougainville, the 52nd was
already there supporting the 37th Division. The hospital was located in the America! sector just south
of the Piva Bomber strip along the 'Corps Road'.
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52nd Field Hospital/ 121st Medical Battalion (continued)
The 52nd then provided sick call and medical
care for the 164th . . On page 272-273 of
Shoptaugh 's book, infantryman George Dingledy
tells of his experience of visiting the dentist to
have a tooth worked on during the Japanese
Counter-offensive in March of '44. This may have
been the work of the 52nd F.H. dentist, a man by
the name of Bernard Tone--also referred to by
the men of the hospital as the "Whiskey Doctor"
for obvious reasons. It is also interesting to note
that on March 7, the first day of the Japanese
counter-offensive, a 77mm shell exploding in one
of the ward tents of the hospital severely
wounding several patients & medical personnel.
The 52nd hospital's ambulances were routed
through the 164th sector to assist in the collection
of the sick and wounded that were also taken to
the larger 21st Evacuation Hospital that arrived in
January '44. When the 21st was reassigned, the
52nd took over as island hospital on Bougainville.
As the XIVth Corps prepared for the invasion
of the Philippines, the 52nd was again attached to
the America! Division for that operation. This later
was rescinded and the 52nd was assigned to
Eighth Army, Tenth Corps, in support of the 24th
Infantry Division for the invasion of the Southern
Philippines. On Mindanao, the 52nd minus one
platoon soon found itself overwhelmed with sick
and wounded as the 24th slugged it out with
fanatical Japanese willing to die to the last man.
I am interested in researchini the stories of
medical encounters of the 164t in hopes of
discovering a connection to the 101stJ52nd F.H.
I would like to ask if Marine Cpl Barney Ross,
the former Jewish Prize fighter from New York
has ever been mentioned in the newsletter? Cpl.
Ross belonged to Co., 'B', 2nd Bn., 8th Marines,
2nd Marine Division. Ross became somewhat of
a celebrity on the island after being wounded and
awarded the Silver Star. He was promoted to
sergeant and traveled around the island in his
own jeep! He spent a lot of time around the
'dogfaces' of the America!.
Are you familiar with the murder of the Marist
Priests and Sisters by the Japanese that
occurred on Guadalcanal on or around 2-3
September 1942? One of the Priests Father
Arthur C. Duhamel, was from Methuen,
Massachusetts. This incident became well known
among the 101 st Med Regt, as many among the
ranks were strong Catholics and the war became
personal as they heard about the Japanese
brutality. The killing fields of the Pacific attest to
the savagery of combat in comparison to Europe-

- yet war is war. The medical personnel in the
Pacific found out the hard way that the Japanese
fought by a different set of rules than their allies
did half a world away.
Here is another photo from the 52nd Field
Hospital Archive. The hospital landed on
Bougainville in three echelons with a surgical
team and small hospital detail to be "pathfinders"
to locate the hospital in an area that was mostly
swamp at that point of the campaign. This
hospital sign was painted by one of the hospital
personnel who had quite an artistic talent as you
can see. He also painted the sign in the photo
taken on Guadalcanal.

The man in the photo is Sgt. Mueller aka
"Mother Mueller" (who not the painter). As you
can tell the jungle is quite dense. The area of the
hospital was initially cleared by hand by the
enlisted personnel of the hospital. Later the
Seabees came in and drained the swamp, cut
down huge old growth hardwood trees,
developed a road-net, and created a base of
operation within the defensive perimeter. The
men of the hospital slept in jungle hammocks for
two weeks until the area had been cleared to set
up more permanent shelters.
The Seabees priority was to first complete the
two air strips and a road net to make it easier for
supplies to be transported to the front. I am
amazed at the development of the base on
Bougainville in comparison to what it was when
the troops first landed. It was truly a "Herculean"
wonder.
My dad would have loved to have subscribed
to your newsletter. When talking about the
hospital he always mentioned men from 'North
Dakota, North Dakota!' At the time, I had no
knowledge about what he was referring to.
I do now.

Contact Raymond Aguirre, 1140 N 3rd, Lincoln, NE 68504 email rg33659@windstream.net
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2015 Reunion

zeis 1'eu11ia11
201s Reunion

• A Recent Photo of
Each WWII member
• Unit Photos from
Camp Claiborne.

9-11 October 2015
Bismarck/Mandan ND
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Please respond to your notice.

~
1

$

Command & Policy Issues:
President Vern Fetch
PO Box 1111 , Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Email: vfetch@bis.midco.net Phone 701-527-1426

NEW!

Blue Ball Cap

Dues, Memberships, Donations, & Reunion:
Secretary Treasurer Ben Kemp

Mesh back
Adjustable size
Full Color Crest

PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Email: blkemp@bis.midco.net Phone 701-400-6136

$10+4 mailing

= $14.00
Full color
Cloth Patch
3" X 3.5"
$6+.50 mailing

= $6.50
Not s
ard issue-display only
Actual production cost.
No profit.

Full color
Metal Crest
Standard Lapel Size
Military issue specs.

$3+$1 mailing

= $4.00

Actual production cost, plus
packaging. No profit. .

Looking for Company Photos,
Rosters, Orders, and
WWII News Clippings
for 70th Anniversary articles.
44

Who do I Ask About..

Books, Back Issues, Merchandise, News stories:
Editor Shirley J Olgeirson
PO Box 1111 , Bismarck, ND 58502-1111

Editor164thinfantryNews@hotmail.com
Softcover Reprint

., Citizens as Soldiers
History of the ND National Guard
By Cooper & Smith

Detailed reference history of the
NDNG from the 1st Dakota Voluntee
through the 1980's.
$10.00+$3.50 postage.

''THEY WERE READY"
Member price $10
Includes postage

Nonmember price $18.50
($15+$3.50 media mail)

Send checks to
164 Infantry News
PO Box 1111
Bismarck, ND 58502-1111

2nd printing, 412 pages, maps, photos, large print, bookmark
The 164'h Infantry News, October 2014

HISTORIC
BACK ISSUES From
March 2005-present
Photocopies of older issues
available by request.

DtMWff~

1~Y4*~
~d.tW..JJ..

~,
y4'M~

Copies of these issues are available for suggested donation to the Association of $2 per copy to
pay for mailing & printing costs or $1 if no mailing is required. Send your request & donation
th
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Edgar T. Agnew (WWII), Co K/G, 5 Dec 70
John H. "Jack" Agnew (WWII), Co K, 11Feb99
8 Edward F. Bartz (WWII), Co M, 1 Nov 14
Fred Bienek (wwm, AntiTank, 5 Nov 91
~onard A. Dalbec (WWII), Med, 25 Sep 14
8 Rudolph Edwardson (WWII), Co F, 19Sep14
JamesJ. Fallon (WWin, 7 Dec 50
8 = 164 Association Member

A =

Orlando]. Giallonardo (WWII), 1 Jun 02
James Habib (WWII), Co C, 27 May 97
Clarence M. Lockrem (wwm,AntiT,llMaylO
Lloyd M. Lockrem (wwm,AntiT, 14Feb08
Marvin Moen (wwm, AntiT, 2 Sep 96
Peter Vogel (WWII), Co K, 28 Nov 70
164 other than WWII or K

--~~119.'~~lteil•

Edgar Thomas Agnew died in
Orlando J. Giallonardo, 78,
Dickinson, ND, 5 Dec 70, at 53. .
died 1 Jun 02 in Natick, Mass.
Wounded at Guadalcanal, spent
Mentioned in Clewes KIA
four years recovering in military
story, next page. Survived then
hospitals. Earned Silver Star.
by wife Alice; children Lisa &
st
8
Gregory; 2 grandchildren.
ory page ·
Obit found on findagrave.com
John Henry "Jack" Agnew died 11 Feb
99 in Washington. Served as mortarman
in co K. See family story page 8.

Edward F. Bartz, age 100, died
1 Nov 14 in Hamburg, NY. He
was 1Sgt of Co M when John
Tuff was commander, Mindanao,
Cebu.Preceded by wife Corinne.
Survived by Melanie, Edward P,
& Rosemary; 2 grandchildren.
Fred "Fritz" Bienek, 78, died 5 Nov 91 in
Harvey, ND. Mobilized with AntiTank Co,
discharged July 45. Survived then by wife
Frances; sons Tracy, Martin, & Paul; 4
grandchildren.

James R. Habib, 73, died 27 May 1997 in Fall River,
Mass, after a long illness. Was private first class in
Co C. Survivors then included a former wife; son
David; 5 grandchildren.
Clarence M. Lockrem, 89, died
11 May10, Harvey, ND. Enlisted
Antitank Co 15Jan41. Discharged 14 Jul 45. Survived by wife
of 64 years, Pearl; children
Terry, Cheryl, Diane, DeNae; 8
grand- & 4 great grandchildren .
Lloyd M. Lockrem died 14 Feb
2008, Harvey, ND, just 8 days
before his 90th birthday. Mobilized with brother Clarence in
AT Co, discharged 27 Aug 45.
Preceded by wife Elizabeth.

Leonard Arthur Dalbec, 93, passed 25 Sep 2014 at
home in Ore. Preceded by wife Charlene, son Larry. Marvin Moen, 78 , died 2 Sep 96, Harvey, ND. Served
Survived by Harry, Linda, Kerry, Glenda. Karen, Guadalcanal, discharged 1943. Survived then by wife
Galen, Holly, Kevin; 20 grand- 54 great-grand- & 7 Ellen; daughters Marilyn & Linda; 3 grandchildren.
great-great-grandchildren.
Peter Vogel died 28 Nov 1970 at age 53 in Dickinson,
Rudolph P. Edwardson, 92,
ND. Survived then by wife, 2 brothers, 2 sisters, one
died 19 Sep 14 (the day of the
of whom was married to John Clarys, Co K.
59th reunion) in Fargo. Rudy is
survived by wife of 66 years,
Dolores; children Paula, David,
.. .anti wfien lie gets to :Jfeaven,
Robert; 6 grand- & 6 great
to Saint Peter lie wi{{ te{{:
grandchildren.

''Just anotfier soWier reyorting, Sir.

James J. Fallon, 44,
FALLON ,
JAMF.S
J.
I've serveamy time in :Jfe{C'
died 7Dec1950 in NY. 6 ~=~=--~===,=,;;;~
Served 1943 - 1945.
->
This is an application a ~--~-~=~=~=====1
military headstone.
Thanks to Nick Hertz from Hertz Funeral Home, Harvey,
ND, for the obits for the AntiTank Company guys .
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154th Infantry Soldiers buried at ND Veterans Cemetery
As known 16 September 2014 (corrections/additions welcome)
LAST
Axelson
Anderson
Anderson
Baldwin
Beauclair
Bechtel
Beer
Benzinger
Burgad
Carr
Christensen
Clark
Clarys
Conlon
Dahl
.Dobervich
Edwards
Fleck
Gagnon
Gaugler
Goven
Grimstad
Holt
Hoop
Ingebretson
Jackson
Jackson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Keller
Kingston
Kingston
Kjera
Koppang
Korf
Kostelecky
Kraft
Kramer
Krogh
Ku rtz
Kurtz
LaMont
LaMont
Landowski

FIRST
Fred
Fridolph
Betty
Bryan
Leo
Leonard
Anton
John
Joseph
Robert
George
Willis
John
Raymond
Neil
Eli
Herber
Glenn
George
Ralph
John
James
Gordon
James
Lloyd
Donald
Harriet
Waldemar
Walter
William
John
Clayton
Mary
Melvin
Alton
Arthur
William
Arthur
Edmund
Richard
John
Theodore
Gordon
Martha
John

164 Age Year War Svc
Co G 77 2007 K
77 1994 WWII
*
86 2014 spouse
Co H 83 2008 WWII K
65 2000
H1
76 1993 WWII
Co A 96 2009 WWII, K
CoG 83 2011 WWII K
Co E 78 1998 WWII
Co B 93 2012 WWII
Co E 80 2000 WWII
Co K 84 2004 WWII
Co K 83 2003 WWII
Co B 85 2005 WWII
CoG 72 2009 K
Hq
79 1999 K
CoM 65 1962 WW 1
Co D 77 2001 WWII
96 2011 WWII
Co K 80 2002 WWII K
CoG 78 2007 K
81 2006 K
74 1992 WWII
63 1996 K
Co F 82 2010 K
96 2009 WWII
*
92 2006 spouse
94 2006 WWII K
86 2009 WWII
82 2004 WWII
72 2002 K
(K)
79 2000 WWII K
*
80 2006 spouse
81 1999 WWII
COL 83 2009 K
75 2004 K
74 1989 WWII
80 2000 WWII
CoG 76 1996 WWII
CoG 68 1998 KV
84 2005 WWII
Hq
80 1996 WWII
CoC 69 1986 WWII
*
92 2012 spouse
AT
89 2008 WWII

LAST
Landowski
Lang
Lebus
Leingang
Langmuir
Langmuir
Maly
Martin
Miller
Monger

FIRST
Grace
Lavern
James
Louis
Monte
Maribelle
Weston
Clifford
Eugene
Donald
Monzelowsky John
Olenberger Frances
Otto
Edward
Patrick
Pete
Poleschook Joe
Powers
Vincent
Preszler
Vance
Risser
Clarence
Shaver
Kenneth
Shefte
Kenneth
Shirley
Gilbert
Shirley
Marjorie
Simek
Leland
Sommars
Robert
Strauss
John
Swanson
Leo
Tennyson
Neil
Tennyson
Peggy
Tittsworth
Sidney
Tuff Sr.
John
Ulmer
James
Weisgerber Frank
E.F. "Red"
Welch
Welch
Margret
Well
Robert
Wichmann
Lester
Wick
Glen
Wick
Lucy
Wiest
Luther
Wilz
Charles
Yonker
John
Zoller
Herbert
Zumpf
Harold
Zumpf
Mai

164 Age Year War Svc
*
85 2007 spouse
CoE 76 1996 WWII
66 2003
87 2012 WWII
Co A
88 2010 WWII
*
78 2001 spouse
H3
76 2006 K
86 2000 WWII
73 1995 WWII
CoD 90 2013 WWII
73 1992 WWII
*
89 2008 spouse
CoG 87 2014 K
84 2002 WWII
CoD 93 2013 WWII
Band 91 2010 WWII
68 1999 K
70 2004 K
SVC 94 2013 WWII K
??? 73 1993 WWII
Co A 87 2004 WWII
*
83 1998 spouse
83 2003 WWII
Co F 76 1998 WWII
90 2004 WWII
Band 75 1994 WWII
Hq
93 2007 WWII
*
88 2005 spouse
Co E 74 1997 WWII
CoM 84 1998 WWII
CoC 84 1995 WWII KV
Co A 80 2001 WWII K
82 2003 WWII
*
87 2009 spouse
85 2000 WWII
Co B 93 2011 WWII
79 1995 WWII
*
89 2012 spouse
78 2007 K
Co K 75 2008 K
I\
85 2011 After K
(K)
71 2000 K
Hq
73 1994 WWII
*
90 2011 spouse

F~#J,PMt
Thomas Clewes was born 1914 in Massachusetts. He obtained the rank of sergeant in the
164th Infantry. He died from wounds suffered by Japanese machine guns during an attack
on Jan. 1, 1944 near the Torokina River in Bougainville. Clewes lay wounded, and while
pinned down by gunfire, he continually coached his men through the action . Clewes was
finally dragged to safety, through Japanese fire, by fellow soldiers. After arriving
\<.T JHl)M\\ M (lE.WE\ '. back at company headquarters, he died of the wounds he received in battle. His
\
< buddy Orlando Giallonardo, who was with him on the fatal patrol, says, "He
t
. was the bravest man I ever knew." He left behind his wife Gladys and his
- ' daughter Bonny Jean. He is buried in the American Military Cemetery in
Manila, next to his brother Corp Ernest Clewes (pictured at right), 5th US cavalry, who died of
wounds received in action April 1944. Their memorials are also side-by-side in their home
town .
http://patch .com/massachusetts/medfield/desorgher-a-salute-to-the-greatest-generation#.VCd6hEOo 71 U
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PRSRTD STD
US POSTAGE
PAID
·
UNITED PRINTING

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

THE

164th INFANTRY NEWS

P.O. Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111 ·
Editor164thlnfantryNews@hotmail.com
The 1641h Infantry News is published 3 times a year as an
informational newsmagazine for members of the 164th
Infantry Association. Photos, stories, and soldier profiles are
always welcome. Please send to the above address.
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*****************************3-DIGI T 582
164 ARCHIVES UNO LIBRARY ARCHIVES
PO BOX 9000
GRAND FORKS ND 58202
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Membership is $10/year or $50 Life for 3 issues of the News
and mailings about the annual reunion.

2015 Association Officers
President ................ Vern Fetch: (701-547-1426), Bismarck, ND
Vice President.. ... ............ ........ ... .. .... Frank Eide, Bismarck, ND
Secretary/Treasurer .. .Ben Kemp (701-400-6136), Bismarck, ND
Editor ..... ... ....... ............ ..... Shirley J Olgeirson: Bismarck, ND
Editor Email:
Editor164thinfantryNews@hotmail.com

Mailing f or all Association Business
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Memberships, Renewals, Book purchases, Back issues.
Storv & Photo submissions, Donations, Obits

''l7I(~'l ()1l~ lll~IJ1'I()1'"
1

101nAnnual Reunion 01 the
t64m Infantry Association

Celebratinl! the 1o•n Anniversary ol
the end of WWII~ 1945·2015
9-10-11 October 2015

Significant History
On 13 October 1942, the 164th
Infantry Regiment became the
first U.S. Anny WWII unit to
offensively engage the enemy,
in either theater, when it landed
on the shores of Guadalcanal to
reinforce the 1st Marines. The
164th fought with the Marines
for an entire month before the
next America! Regiment (182°d)
arrived on the island.
The 164th earned the Navy
Presidential Unit Citation & was
nicknamed the '164th Marines'.

Seven Seas Motel, Mandan, ND

AMERICAN DEFENSE 1939-1941

154th SoJdiers, Family,
Descendants, & Friends welcome!
Reunion Coordinator: Ben Kemp PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND
blkemp@bis.midco.net
701-400-6136
UP112014
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This issue printed and distributed in November 2014
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